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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In all societies, except possibly the most primitive, social differen
tiation over and above that based on age and sex may be found to exist.
The members of societies may be classified and ranked on the basis of varying
differences in occupation, in wealth, in education, in religion, in power
and in other social and cultural attributes. "Historically, social differen
tiation, which is rooted in the dissimilarity in personal endowment, probably
began with the development of division of labor and increase in wealth....1'
Warner^, Daniel^, Pope^, Drake^, et al, have found social differentiation
and stratification in the total institutional activities of peoplej that is,
some status behavior or differential conduct pervades all areas of life -
economic, social, religious and recreational.
Because of the very nature of urban societies , it is believed that
Maurice Davie, Metroes in American Society (New York, 1949), p. 415.
2W. L. Warner and associates, Social Class in America (New York, 1949).
Also see Werner and Paul S. Lunt, Social Life in a Modern Community (New
Haven, 1941).
\. E. Daniel, "Ritual and Stratification in Chicago Negro Churches",
American Sociological Review, (June, 1942).
^Liston Pope, "Religion and the Class Structure", Annals, (March, 1948).
^St. Clair Drake, Churches and Voluntary Associations in The_Chicago
Negro Congminity. (Chicago, 1940)
6Paul K. Hatt and Albert J. Reiss, Reader in Urban Sociology (Glenoe,
Illinois, 1951), pp. 429-430.
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social status, among individuals, tends to be very characteristic of them.
It is further believed that urban societies furnish fruitful laboratory
channels through which important studies can be made as to the status be
havior of people. Several studies of small communities show that the pre
sence of social status patterns and the ranking of people into some hler-
archial pattern is always present. Since the city or the larger community
is the place where institutions, mobility and diversity among social groups
are accentuated much more than is found in smaller and more homogeneous
communities, it is believed thst urban societies are fruitful laboratories
for the study of status behavior. The term status as used here is taken
from the works of Warner2 and associates. Linton^5 also makes frequent use
of the term but differs to a degree in his conception from the way the
term is used here.
Specifically this study is an attempt to examine status behavior
patterns of people in en urban society as these patterns are reflected in
church affiliation. Since it has been shown^ that people tend to arrange
themselves into some hierarchial patterns in any society, it is around
these patterns that the lives of people and their behavior are organized
1
A. Davis, et al, Deep South (Chicago, 194-1), John Dollard, Caste and
Class in a Southern Town (Boston, 1937), ¥. L. Warner, et al, Democracy in
Jonesville and James West, Plainville.^JL.SAAa. (New York, 1948).
Earner defines social status as the position of an individual in the
group in relation toother members of the social hierarchy, ojd. cit., p. 82.
3See Ralph Linton, The Study of Man (New York, 1936), pp. 113-131.
Linton makes a distinction between what he calls "achieved" and "ascribed"
statuses. The former is referred to as those statuses open to the choice
of the individual} the latter, those statuses assigned to the individual
on the basis of some differentiating criteria.
The Social Life of a Modern Community, oj>. cit. $ p, 32»
and systematized*
In view of the above assumptions, that social status among individuals
is characteristic of urban society and that these societies are fruitful
laboratories for the study of behavior status, the primary interest of this
thesis project is focused upon two problems! (1) the way in which status
behavior is reflected by 0ne*s church affiliation and (2) how patterns of
behavior are related to certain selective objective characteristics of the
church. The study of churches i«r se is not the chief purpose of this study?
but rather the focus is upon church affiliation and how this affiliation in
churches is evaluated by others*
This study concerns itself with only one important aspect of the total
configuration of status patterns that go to make up institutional behavior.
Moreover, it is limited to the Negro population in an urban metropolis and
relates itself only to the institutional behavior of churches thereto,
Jjnplicit within this problem are two basic hypotheses upon which th®
study rests:
It is hypothecated that one's evaluation of
another's behavior in a given social insti
tution, e.g., the church, the factory of the
school can be employed as a means of under
standing social behavior. It is further
hypothecated that institutional affiliation
is a productive concept for inquiring into
the nature of status behavior,
Another hypothesis is that among urban Negroes,
due to the complexity of institutional behavior
in urban life, there is a tendency for them to
participate in institutions conterminous with
their social standings in the community.
In relation to these assumptions specific questions guide the study.
These questions were designed to elusidate and shed light upon the problem
of status behavior .and church affiliations
Is it possible through the use of
arbitrarily selected indices to
arrange churches, in the Atlanta
Negro Community, into discriminating
levels reflecting status patterns
in the church affiliation of its
members?
What differences and likenesses, if
any, can be revealed between the levels
of church affiliation and the status
reputation of its members?
In ranking Negro churches along a
scale of arbitrary values, what dis
criminating status forces, if any,
exist between them?
Are the status scores assigned to Negro
churches coterminous with the status
reputation of its members?
There are a number of corollary questions related to these guiding
questions that are implicit in the study but this thesis does not attempt
to answer them. Such questions as the following may be asked s Does the
status factor have any effect on people becoming members of the church?
How important is the sitse of the church when related to the status factor?
Do the kinds of activities and the church program determine the kinds of
members? What effect does the training of the minister have on the chureh
membership? Do Negro churches reflect status behavior in the same way as
the dominant group? What churches carry the highest class membership -
the ritualistic chureh or the emotional church? Is there any correlation
between location and the qualitative and quantitative aspect of membership?
Is the Negro mor© status conscious as he becomes organized and adjusted t©
urban life? Are Negroes more or less church goers? Does the kind of
sermon delivered influence membership in Negro churches? These ar© a few
of the many questions which could be asked in a study of this nature»
5
If the data revealed in this study suggest relationships between insti
tutional affiliation, e. g., church affiliation and the status reputation of
its members with reference to other forms of institutional behavior, then
this study may contribute something to the general understanding and knowledge
of institutional behavior. If not, it is hoped that the study presents some
findings of interest to sociologists and may produce an incentive to further
study in this area.
METHODOLOGY
To answer the questions guiding this study certain data were needed.
First, an investigation was made to find out the type of data needed and
their availability. The churches in this study were selected randomly from
the total number of Atlanta Negro churches listed in the 1951-52 edition of
the Atlanta ..City Directors;, A spot msp" was constructed showing all the
Negro churches (289) in Atlanta by denominations, in order to get an over-all
picture of the data and its distribution. The distribution pattern of all
Negro churches within the metropolis studied, revealed a heavy concentration
of churches, especially the larger ones, near the center of the city but also
a relatively wide distribution of the units as a whole. (See Appendix B)
A relatively wide distribution as to denominational breakdown can also be
observed on the m8p.
According to the Atlanta City Directory, Atlanta Negro churches were
broken down into the following denominations: Baptist - 159, Methodist - 52,
Catholic - 1, Presbyterian - 3, Episcopal - 1, Christian - 2, Lutheran - 1,
Congregational - 2, and Holiness and/or Churches of God - 68.
In ascertaining the availability of the data, attention was focused
upon sampling the data for study. The source list of the 289 churches
revealed in the 1951-52 edition of the Atlanta jSitjr Dlre.ctorj was set up
for sampling. With the help of an advisor1 the selection of cases for study
was made at regular intervals increasing the chances of drawing a random
sample . This procedure guarantees that a cross-section of the universe
will be secured. The technique yielded forty-three eases available for
study. Table I gives a general picture of the churches by membership and
number and by percent.
The distribution of religious institutions, e. g., churches within the
metropolis, is conditioned by certain factors not directly affecting other
urban institutions^. Such factors would include religious faith, kind ©f
church administration, the church program, source of support and the degree
to which sentimentality and historical inertia ar® present. Notwithstanding
these influences, certain regularities are observed in the ecological dis
tribution of the churches in the southern metropolis studied,
A map showing the distribution of churches in the sample reveals the
same tendencyj (See Appendix B) that is, a heavy concentration of the
churches near the center of the city. While it is true that many Negroes
live within the radius of the concentration, the Negro population as a
whole is continously moving outward toward the periphery of the city into
the residential areas . Observation further reveals that these churches
Dr, Hylan Lewis, Professor of Sociology, Atlanta University,
2
See Mildred B, Parten, Surveys, Polls & Samples (New York. 1950)
pp. 219-2U. -——k—
3
See James A, Quinn, Human Ecology (New York, 1950), Chap, 21, pp. 471-
4-89,
These statements were made on the basis of personal observation of the
invasion of Negroes into areas heretofore either too expensive or all white.




MEMBERSHIP OF CHURCHES BY NUMBER AND BY PERCENT







































































































































































tend to locate on or near transportation lines. Since, however, only
0 small percentage of the church membership comes from the immediate
environment such patterning or distribution of Atlanta Negro churches is
not efficient from the point of view of ecological distance. The churches
in this study, however, represented every area, in the city of Atlanta.
Table II shows this distribution of the sample churches.
TABLE 2
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* One Baptist church in Deeatur, Georgia is excluded in this distribution.
Kincheloe1 points out that churches as a whole have not solved the pro
blem of adaptation to the rapidly growing metropolis. Such adaptation, as
See Samuel C. Kincheloe, The_toerJ^a^CJ^_and_itSMChurch (Sew York,
1938), pp. 100-137.
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he indicates, depends on the cultural-social characteristics of the church
population and the mobility of this population in the course of city expan
sion*
The methodological procedure followed with the construction of a
schedule (See Appendix D). This schedule was designed to secure data: (1)
which were objective and quantifiable for purposes of comparison} (2) which
were accountable to interpretation by the interviewee as well as the inter
viewer} (3) which could be confirmed for the purpose of checks by the inter
viewer} and (4) which could be compared from group to group. Considerable
attention was given to the structure of the schedule} that is, its size,
color and quality of paper and the arrangement of items. Attention was also
given to the wording of the schedule to minimize bias and unnecessary inqui
sition. All answers to the questions on the schedule with one or two ex
ceptions could be answered either by "yes" or "no" or a number,
T§ divest the mainsprings of social behavior as reflected in church
affiliation an arbitrary scale of values was set up to arrange the churches
into some sense-making pattern. This ranking scale was arbitrarily devised
on the basis of an advisor*s work in the area of religious behavior and
the research of Liston Pope2, The items appearing on the schedule were
selected as categories for ranking churches based on the researches of these
men. Certain socioeconomic and church behavior factors were selected as
"'■Dr. A. N. Whiting, Professor of Sociology, Atlanta University, has
done a considerable amount of work in the area of religious behavior wi1h
particular emphasis on cult and sect behavior and helped the investigator
design the scale for ranking churches,
2Liston Pope, Millhands and Preachers (New Haven, 1942), pp. 117-UO,
10
criteria for assigning weights in scoring the forty-three churches studied
in addition to the general information secured.
The focused interview as described by Merton and Kendall was employed
is this methodological procedure in order to test the consistency of the
scaling of the churches and to ascertain the nature of the status behavior
references, if any, that are made about people who affiliate with different
churches*
The flexibility of the nonstructured interview, if properly used, helps
bring out the affective and value-laden implications of the subjects* re
sponses and to determine the personal significance of his various attitudes.
Not only does it permit the subjects1 definition of the interviewing situa
tion to receive full and detailed expression? it should also elicit the
personal and social context of beliefs and feelings. This type of interview
achieves its purposes to the extent that the subjects1 responses are spon
taneous rather than forced, are highly specific and concrete rather than
diffuse and general, are self revealing and personal rather than super
ficial.2
The main function of this interview technique was to focus attention
upon the problem of this investigation and to talk to people who knew the
churches under consideration and were willing to talk about them. No
particular persons by name were sought but people in all walks of life -
the doctor, the minister, the teacher, the clerk, the barber, the sttadeatj
~R, K» Merton and P« L, Kendall, MThe Focused Interview", American
Journal of Sociology (194.6), . ~. hl# pp. 5-41-557.
2
See Marie Jahoda, Morton Deutsch and Stuart ¥• Cook, Research Methods
in Social Relations (New York, 1951), p. 175.
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the janitor, and so on, so as to get s cross section of the people as well
as 8 representative sample.
The interviewer attempted to motivate people to evaluate other people's
behavior differentially on the basis of their church affiliation. Such
questions as the following were asked: What do you. think of the church
situation in itlants? What do you consider the "best" churches in the city?
The "worst"? Where do the best people in town go to church? Do you know
anything about these people? It should be stated here that such questions
as those mentioned were not directly asked but were more or less Implicit
during the interview. Only when the informant stopped talking did the inter
viewer provide stimulus for further conversation. This nonstructed inter
view was focused upon the subjective experiences of the informant as he,
through his own affiliation, has ascribed behavior to others.
Specifically, an attempt was made to uncover the individual's status
reputation in relation to his church affiliation. These interviews were
focused and analyzed within the frame suggested by Warner2 for getting at
status behavior in relation to institutional affiliation.
The Order-of-Merit technique explained by Lundberg^ and others was also
used in the interview procedure. In this type of procedure the informant is
1
Ibid., p. 175.
2W. L. Warner snd associates, ojs. cj/t., pp. 99-110.
^George A.. Lundberg, Social Research, (rev. ed.j New York, 1941). Also
see "Some Problems of Group Classification and Measurement", American
Sociological Review (194.0), V: 351-360 snd "The Measurement of Socio-
economic Status", American .S^o.cloloj^cal_Revigw (194-0), V; 29-39.
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asked to arrange a list of items - pictures, names, words or other forms -
in order of his preference, Sueh a technique is obviously limited in that
no assumptions are mad© as to the size of the intervals between the items.
For example, the differences between items ranked ©ne, two, three or four
may be greater than or less than items ranked five through ten. The number
of items used can also be a limitation of this technique. The longer the
list of items the more bored the informant becomes, as well as becoming care
less in the arrangement.
In this study the items were placed on four by five cards with the name
of the individual church and the minister's name on each card. The cards
were then handed to the informant to be arranged in order of his preference.
It is important to note that the cards were shuffled before each interview
to avoid unnecessary questions and comments.
The sociological significance of this study can be shown by relating the
problem to the general body of related literature.
BELATED STUjDIES
Several studies have been made in the area of social status which re
veal data and assumptions as to the whole question of the social structure
of a community with particular reference to urbanism and religion,
H. Paul Douglas1 has made numerous studies in the area of religion
and has contributed a vast body of data to that field and the field of
sociology. Excerpts from his studies are reprinted in numerous texts and
readings s
''"See H, Paul Douglas, One Thousand-City Churches (New York, 1926)}
Tha Church and a Changing City (New York, i937fj HowJtoJ-ftudxJheJJitl
Church (New York, 1928)j "Some Protestant Churches in Urban America",
Information Service (Jan., 1950), pp. 1-8,
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Roughly speaking, churches take ©n the
characteristics of the major metropoli
tan pattern. There are downtown, resi
dential neighborhoods and suburban
churches..•• The characteristic city
church is small! its range of parish ex-»
pansion does not generally take it out
of the habitat of some particular type
population. Nothing is left t© it in
most cases but to identify itself with the
kind of people who are near it. It be
comes an upper-class| middle-class ©r
lower-class church because it has no
strength to reach beyond its immediate
vicinity,- It is thus a class church through
weakness.
« 3
and Fatiset are also nationally known for their work in this
field of study* The researches of these men have revealed important findings
especially in regard to sect and cult behavior which opened up new areas of
study and clarified much of the misunderstandings usually found in th©
study of religious behavior*
The stratification of the community into
social classes has profound repercussions,
for example, in the religious life of the
community churches show clear-cut class
elearages.... In general, the upper-class
Protestants are more likely to attend an
Episcopal or Congregational Church* The
Methodist, Presbyterian and Lutheran
Churches in many communities have large
middle-class membershipstr
1M<U> Information Service, pp. 1-8,
o
fcListon Pope, op., eit,, pp. 84-91.
•^Arthur H. Fauset, jBlack Gods of the Metropolis (194/.)*
Liston Pope, og. eit.
H
W. Lloyd Warner and associates are well known contributors to this
field of study. In the Yankee City series they point out that the church is
an all pervading set of social relations which tend to organize people int®
some kind of structural unity. The same kind of rankings or positions found
in the economic structures of urban societies can also be found in the church.
These authors analyze the institutional data collected to understand how
voluntary associations, churches and other institutional societies function
in the over all eonmunitys
Although in simpler societies the church includes
the whole group, in the more complex societies
it tends to segment into different groups with
separate memberships. Even though the explicit
and more general social functions of the church
do not change the organizational functions do
alter when one church is superseded by many.
The basic assumption prevalent in these studies is that churches and
similar institutions are arranged into some sense-making order according to
the social status of their respective members as this status is evaluated by
the people of the community,
Ira Reid-* accentuates the belief that social institutions are indices to
social status and have a definite influence on social behavior. He empha
sizes that social institutions, e. g«, the family, the church and the state -
represent all phases of the Negro's activity,
Warner and associates, pj>. cit.
warner and Lunt, og. cit., p. 33.
3
Ira Reid, The Negro Community of Baltimore. A Social Survey (Baltimore,
1934).
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found that churches tend to form somewhat of a local status
pattern. While this pattern seems to vary according to the evaluation by-
various denominations, he found that emotional behavior and religious hys
teria are highest in churches that rank lowest.
An indication that both church membership and social activity reflect
status was the result of Powdermaker's study2 in a southern town. Reveal
ing data are found in this work.
Most of the upper-class are members of some
congregation but their attendance and interest
vary greatly. About half of them are Sunday
School Superintendents, elders and deacons.
The others rarely go to services and take no
active part in church life..*. The middle-
class furnishes a large part of the church
membership and almost all the ministers*.«•
The middle-class as a whole are the ones given
to violent expression of religious ecstacy at
meetings and revivals*... Some of the lower-class
attend church servicesj a few go only to revivals
and social functionsj but most of them plan to
become regular members.-*
V. E, Daniel presents somewhat of a different approach to the whole
question of status. He concludes that the type of ritual engaged in re
flects the life of the social order from which the individual comes. The
function of churches, however, as he points out can be understood only
when one realizes the nature of the social situation in which people of
1James West. Plainville U.S.A. (New York, 194-8).
HH. Powderniaker, After Freedom (New York, 1939),
3Ibid., pp. 234-235.
T. E. Daniel, og. pit*
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different social statuses find themselves.
The general belief that religious service in Negro churches is charac
terized by extreme emotionalism has been explained in the works of James
Weldon Johnson.1 Johnson point© out that there are variations among different
Negro denominations in the extent to which emotional behavior is manifested*
Emotionalism is uncommon in the upper and middle
class Negro churches - which are quite lik© white
churches of the same class level in this respect «
and it is uncommon in the Catholic church and other
large, well-established urban churches where there
are more lower-class Negroes than middle and upper-
class Negroes. There is a definite trend for Negro
youth to avoid the emotional type church, and the
same is true of the social climbers of all ages and
occupations <p-
In regard to social status and religion, St. Glair Drake's study @f
Bronzeville is very revealing. His findings indicate that there is a definite
relation between religious affiliation and social status!
a person in BronzevUle says he is 'sancti
fied1 or that he attends a Spiritualist Church
or one of the 'Cults1, he is immediately marked
down as 'low-status1•••• If a man says he is an
Episcopalian or a Congregationalist, Bronzeville
thinks of him as 'dirty' or a 'strainer1 or
'striver1. But if he says he's Baptist or
Methodist or Catholic, he can't be placed until he
tells which specific Congregation he belongs to.*
James Weldon Johnson, Black Manhattan (New York, 1930).
2Ibid.. p.
St. Clair Drake and Horace Cayton, Blaek Metropolis (New York, 1%5)«
*Ib3d.. p. 670,
CHAPTER II
SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL STATUS CHARACTERISTICS
OF SELECTED NEGRO CHURCHES
This chapter reports the characteristics of churches revealed in the
data obtained through the use of the schedule explained in Chapter One.
Selected socio-economic and church behavior indices were arbitrarily chosen
as schedule items, and as criteria for assigning weights in arranging the
churches into a hierarchial pattern. The schedule administered also re
vealed general information pertinent to studying some of the social status
dimensions of selected churches in a southern metropolis. The data revealed
through this technique are shown in the following tables.
TABLE 3
CHARACTERISTICS OP CHURCHES IN RESPECT TO DENOMINATION






















































®For purposes of analysis the Methodist Churches were broken downinto
categories: African Methodist Episcopal, African Methodist Episcopal Zion,
Colored Methodist Episcopal, and Methodist Episcopal.
*®This denominational breakdown includes the Church of God, Church of
Christ and Holiness Churches.
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Table 3 presents the denominational breakdown of the churches in re
spect to the size of membership, by number and per cent. A superficial
glance at this table reveals that every religious denomination in the
Atlanta Negro conrainity is represented. Further examination reveals that
there is a heavy concentration in one denomination - Baptist - and the
same tendency, to a lesser degree, in another denomination, listed as Othar.
This concentration is explained by the fact that the Baptist denomination
represents over fifty per cent of the total number of churches in the
Atlanta Negro community.1 Obviously, this means a large representation in
the churches studied if the regular interval procedure was used in sampling.
It is revealing to note that three denominations, representing thirty-three
of the churches or over seventy-five per cent of the total, account for
slightly over ninety per cent of the membership of the churches studied.
The remaining ten churches, less than twenty-five per cent of the total
number of churches, account for only around ten per cent of the total church
membership.
Table A and Table 4a give the sample churches by denominations, value
of church building and per cent of total valuation. A casual glance at
Table U indicates that the range of church building values is much smaller
than the range of membership as shown in Table 3. Another point of interest
is that of the O churches, only six representing a little less than fourteen
per cent of the total, have church edifices valued over $100,000. Moreover,
this table also reveals that the denominations with the largest number of
churches represented, on the average, have buildings valued below the figure
just mentioned.
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*The number shown represents the average value of churches in cases
of more than one church.
TABLE 4a


































































































































































































teristics of the minister. One readily sees a lot of complicated items
when he first glances at this table but underlying all of this are a mass
of revealing data. First, to better understand what is revealed in this
table, some explanation must be given as to the code numbers used in each
of the categories shown. The first code numbers, under category labeled
"Educational Training of Minister", refers to the academic training of the
minister in terms of actual educational levels. The code is set up as
followsJ
Code Interpretation
1 No special training; elementary schooling
2 Some high school workj no special training
3 High school graduate; special training
4, Some college training
5 Some seminary training
6 College graduate
7 College and seminary graduate
8 Additional training
This category interpreted shows that only fifteen of the 43 ministers
have college and seminary degrees; only nine have additional training be
yond these degrees. In percentages it means only a little more than thirty
per cent of the ministers have college and seminary degrees and only around
twenty per cent have done work beyond this level. Of interest also is the
fact that the range of educational training was from one to eight.
The second item on Table 5 representing "minister's salary" is ex
plained in this manners
Code Interpretation - Yearly Salary
"l~~ "" Below fl,000
2 11,000 - 11,999
3 12,000 - #2,999
4 #3,000 - #3,999
5 14,000 - $4,999
6 Over #5,000
In regard to this item the table reveals that minister's salaries are
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relatively widely distributed throughout the various coded categories. The
range is from one extreme to the other, with some ministers making below
one thousand dollars and one making over five thousand. The cluster is
between one and four thousand dollars.
The last item or category needing explanation is under the heading
"Number of Churches Pastored". Set up in a simple manner this code inter-
preted means;






Of the forty-three ministers under consideration, twenty-nine of them or
over sixty-five per cent pastored only one church.
Despit the fact that twenty-nine ministers pastored only one church,
not all of them rendered full time service to the church as is indicated by
the last category on this table. It is noticed, however, that over half of
the ministers do render full time service to their churches.
Specifically, this table reveals that there tends to be a wider disper
sion among one or two denominations in respect to all items shown. The
Baptist, especially are widely dispersed in all categories whereas the other
denominatione tend to cluster heavily only in respect to items three and four*
The number of ministers in the sample churches with only college degrees
is indicated in Table 6, which shows the churches according to denomination
and academic training of minister by per cent. Over forty per cent of the
ministers with only college degrees are represented by churches of Baptist
denomination. The slightly less than sixty per cent remaining are
scattered throughout nine other denominations, with only one denomination
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showing more than one minister with a college degree. Important also is
the fact that two denominations did not have ministers with a college
degree. Eighteen ministers in the sample churches, or slightly more than
forty per cent of the forty-three ministers represented, are college
graduates.
TABIE 6
CHURCHES ACCORDING TO DENOMINATION AND ACADEMIC TRAINING













































A corollary table to the preceeding one is Table 7, which shows churches
in the sample by denomination, number, size of membership and academic train
ing of the minister. By inspection one notices the tendency tha^ as member
ship increases»the number of pastors with college degrees also increases*
A more revealing picture, however, is seen when the data is broken down into
denominations.
While the Baptist constitute over fifty per cent of the total number of
churches in the sample and have a membership comprising over sixty per cent
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of the total, there are only eight ministers in this denomination out of a
possible twenty-two who have college degrees. This is only one college
degree in every 2.7 churches of this denomination and only one minister
with a college degree in every 2,651 members. The AME Methodist far© worst
than the Baptist in this respect with only one minister with a college degree
in every 3,080 members. It fares much better, however, by the number of
churches, with two or three ministers in the denomination holding the college
degree. The denomination listed as Other ranks third in size of membership
but fares no better than other denominations (with the exception of the two
churches whose ministers are not college graduates) as to the number of
ministers with college degrees. Moreover, there is only one minister with
a college degree in the 2,138 members representing this denomination,
TABLE 7
CHURCHES BY DENOMINATION, MEMBERSHIP, AND



























































To further illuminate the general characteristics of churches in the
sample, Table 8, showing churches by denomination and number according t©
membership and seating capacity of the auditorium, was constructed. This
table reveals that, denominationally speaking, as membership increases the
seating capacity tends to increase. Eight of the twelve denominations have
seating capacities which excel their membership. Of the three highest rank
ing denominations by size of membership, however, only one had a seating
capacity larger than its membership.
The general picture indicates that the total membership of the churches
exceeds the seating capacity of the same. For every member in the total
sample population there is only ,65 of a chair or less than one chair per
member. This is not true in all cases because some denominations have five
seats for every member,
TABIE 8
CHDRGHES BY DENOMINATION, MEMBERSHIP AND




























































































*Such activities would include Daily Vacation Bible School, annual
Woman's Day Program, movies and similar programs*
Ih regard to the accessary activities of the churches in the sample,
Table 9 presents a frequency of the number of churches engaged in these
activities by per cent, A cursory glance reveals that no single activity
had one hundred per cent frequency; that is, no single activity was found
to be present in all the churches of the sample. The highest frequency is
found in respect to Sunday School, with slightly over ninety-five per cent;
the lowest frequency in activities other than those specifically named.
All of the churches in the sample have at least one or more of the activities
given; that is, each church in the sample engaged in at least one or more of
the activities listed.
The three highest frequencies were the Sunday School, Official Litera
ture and Graded Classes; the three lowest frequencies with other activities,
Busery School and an Organised Recreational Program, in that respective order.
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By use of an arbitrary scale of values the churches ®ere arranged into
somewhat of a hierarehial pattern. Items A through J on the schedule were
used as selected criteria for this ranking. The result of the use of these
soclDeconoraie and church factor indices is summarised in Table 10, which
represents the sample churches by denomination, individual church, scale
score, rank and class. This general table supports the question as to
whether or not it is possbile, through the use of arbitrarily selected in
dices, to arrange churches in the Atlanta Negro eoranranity into discrimina
tory levels reflecting status patterns in the church affiliation of its
members. By denominations this table indicates that in most classes there
is a dispersion. The exception to this tendency is, of course, the Baptist
denomination, which is represented in each class. It is believed, however,
that had there beeB an equal number of churches from each denomination in
the sample, the distribution would have been relatively equal in respect
to the various classes.
Question three (See Chapter One) is substantiated by the data shown
in Table 10, The discriminating status forces which exist between the various
churches are more explicit, however, when they are divided into classes.
Subsequent tables and analysis will spell out these factors.
Table 11 shows the churches by classes and menbership by per cent, A
passing glance at this table reveals a general tendency in respect to class
membershipj that is, the higher the class of churches, the larger the member
ship. Churches in Classes I and II constitute well over seventy-five per
cent of the total church membership as is indicated by this table. But
1
On the basis of scale scores and for the purpose of analysis, the
churches were arbitrarily divided into classes„
TABLE 10




















































































































































CHURCHES BY MEMBERSHIP AND RANK






















interesting enough the two classes represent only forty-five per cent of
the churches studied»
The following tables present a general picture of the churches studied
by classes. Table 12 shows the characteristics of Class I churches in re
spect to denomination, scale score, rank, membership, by per cent and
capacity. As to the scale score, the nine churches in Class I vary only
slightly. The range is from forty-two, the score of the lowest ranking
church in this class, to forty-seven, the score of the highest ranking churchj
this meaBS there is only a difference of five points between the two extremes
in this particular class.
The same trend for the general church picture holds true for Glass I
churches in respect to size of membership and seating capacityj that is, as
the membership increases, seating capacity tends to decrease. Only two
churches in this class have seating capacities larger than their membership
and with one exception (St. Paul's Episcopal Church), these two churches
have the lowest membership Jn this class. Even the church with the lowest
membership (St. Paul's Episcopal) has a membership exceeding its seating
TABIE 12
GLASS I CHURCHES BY DHKMENATIOT, SCALE SCORE
















































































capacity. Constituting over fifty per cent of the total sample membership,
churches in this class have a total of 17,190 members with a seating capacity
of 8,4-96 or one seat for every two members»
TABLE 13
CIASS I CfflBCHES BY DENOMINATION, NUMBER

















In regard to the number of denominations represented in Class I,
Table 13 presents the churches by denomination, number and per cent. With
the exception of the Baptist denomination, which accounts for over forty
per cent of the churches in this class, and the AMS which accounts for
slightly over twenty per cent, there is an equal distribution of the
denominations represented. It is repealing to note that only five of the
twelve denominations studied are represented in this class. Another point
of interest is that, taken denominationally, the Baptist churches have a
membership comprising over sixty per cent of the membership of Class I
churches »
The range in scale scores for Class II churches is shown in Table H, as
well as other data on churches in this class. A closer look at this table
in regard to scale score shows that the range of scores is from thirty-thre©
TABLE 14
CLASS II CHURCHES BY DEMCMIMTIOT, SCALE SCORE, RAM,

























































































to forty-one, or eight points difference between the lowest and the highest
score of churches in this particular class. The distribution of members by
denomination is also revealing. The Baptist churches represented in this class
have a sum total of 5,835 members constituting over sixty-five per cent of the
membership of this class. Their seating capacity of 2,950 is more than
fifty per cent of the total seating capacity. Fifty per cent of the churches
in Class II do, however, have seating capacities larger than their member
ship. This is revealing when compared to Class I churches (See Table 12),
who have otiLy two churches in this category. It should be pointed out,
however, that neither of these churches have memberships as high as five
hundred members. This means that as the membership of Class II churches in
creases the seating capacity decreases. With a membership of 8,484 people
and a seating capacity of 5,100,these churches, as a whole, have approxi
mately 1.6 persons for every available seat,
A revealing picture is seen in Table 15 which shows Class II churches
by denomination and number, by per cent. A one-sided picture can be seen by
a quick glance. Fifty per cent of the churches included in this class are
Baptist. The remaining fifty per cent are equally distributed between five
other denominations. So far it is evident that the Baptist denomination
exceeds all others as far as the number of churches is concerned.
The church picture by classes is changing somewhat as the various
tables have Indicated. Such changes, however, have been relatively small.
Table 16 reveals more noticeable change in the churches by classes. Showing
Class III churches by selected characteristics, this table indicates? first,
that there is a scale score range from twenty-seven to thirty-two, the same
as in Class I churches} secondly, it is noticed that only two of the ten
TABLE 15
CLASS II CHURCHES BY DENOMINATION, NUMBER
AND PERCENT OF CLASS



















churches in this class have memberships which exceed the seating capacity
of their churches. This means that seventy per cent of the churches in
this class have larger seating capacities than their membership. The
suggestion here is that as the scale scores of the churches decreases there
tends to be a decrease in membership in relation to seating capacity as
well as a decrease in membership as a whole.
The membership of Glass III churches totals 4,061 or about thirteen
per cent of the total sample membership. The seating capacity of 5,220
representing twenty-four per cent of the total, indicates that this class,
in comparison with Classes I and II, is the only one of the three which
has a seating capacity which exceeds the church membership.
The consistent pattern of a concentration, of churches in one denomination
seen in the prededing classes, is also found to be true in Class III as
Table 17 indicates. The Baptistbdenomination represents fifty per cent of
the churches in this class. With the exception of the Holiness Church
and / or the Church of God (listed as "Other" on table), the denominations
TABLE 16
CLASS III CHURCHES BI DENOMINATION, SCALE SCORE, RAM,
MEMBERSHIP, SEATING CAPACITY AND























































































®Referss to Holiness Church of God, Church of Christs
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TABLE 17
CLASS in CHURCHES BY DENOMINATION, NUMBER






















*Refers to Holiness; Church of God, Church of Christ.
are equally represented. It should also be noted here that only five of the
twelve denominations are represented in this class; also that the Baptist
is the only denomination with representation in all classes.
Despite the fact that only one church in Class IV has a membership
which exceeds its seating capacity, the over—all picture is the same as the
one revealed in Class I and II. Table 18 shows that the membership of the
single church was so large that, when combined with the relatively smaller
memberships, it exceeded the total seating capacity. Table 18 also reveals
data as to the per cent of the total church membership this class represents.
With an equal number of churches as the other classes, Class IV churches
constitute only about nine per cent of the total sample church membership -
2,879 persons.
This table also shows that the lowest individual church membership is
found among Class IV churches. The membership range is from five to two
thousand members, with an average membership of 287»9 persons and an
average seating capacity of 184- seats, A different picture would be re-
TABLE 18
CLASS I? GHUBCHES BY DEIGMIMTION, SCALE SCORE, RAM,
SEATING CAPACITY, MEMBERSHIP AM)





















































































^Refers to Holiness Church of God, Church of Christ,
vealed, however, had it not been for the high membership size of a single
church*
TABLE 19
CLASS IV CHURCHES BY DENOMINATION, NUMBER













^Refers to Holiness Church of God, Church of Christ.
Table 19 reveals for the first time a class with less than five denomi
nations showing representation. Only two denominations are represented in
this class. This table also shows that the dominance of the Baptist denomi
nation, in regard to the number of churches represented, has increased from
a representation of approximately fifty per cent in all other classes to a
seventy per cent representation in Class IV churches. It is further noticed
that there is a larger representation by a denomination other than Baptistj
that is| the largest single denomination representation other than Baptist
was among Class I churches.
Table 20 indicates the churches in Class V by tbeJx denomination,
scale score, rank, membership by per cent and seating capacity. In com
parison with the other classes, Class V churches reveal a seating capacity
in each individual church which exceeds memberships« A cursory glance r©~
veals two noticeable characteristics of this class of churchess (l) that
it has the lowest membership size of the five classes presented and (2) also
TABLE 20
CLASS V CHURCHES BI DENOMIMTIOH, SCAIiR SCORE, RAM,
MEMBERSHIP, SEiLTIMJ CAPACITY AND










































^Refers to Holiness Church of God, Church of Christ,
AD
the lowest seating capacity. Despite the fact that the Baptist denomina
tion ±8 in the minority, as to the church representation, it has the
highest single membership of any other church in this denomination.
TABLE 21
CLASS V CHURCHES BY DENOMINATION NUMBER










*Refers to Holiness Church of God, Church of Christ.
Glass V churches by denomination, number and per cent of group, pre
sented in Table 21ff%*epresent the only class in which the Baptist denomi
nation is In the minority. Only one Baptist church is represented in this
class over against three churches from major Class V denomination. Th©
number of denominations represented is two.
The data revealed in the foregoing tables were presented in order that
more revealing analysis could be made in respect to churches and their
socioeaonomic and status behavior- characteristics• The reasons underlying
this tabular presentation were to reveal the discriminating status forces,
if any, operating to arrange the churches into a hierarehlal pattern? and
to ascertain the fruitfulness of assigning weights to certain soeioeconorcie
and church behavior indices for the purpose of studying social status
* ^Additional information on these churches by respective classes can
be obtained from the tables which appear in Appendix A»
a
dimensions in Metropolitan Negro churches. The ranking of churches into
some (local) community hierarchy, on the basis of the indices mentioned in
the above statement is fruitful and advantageous in many respects: first,
the procedure provides for objective measurement and recording j secondly,
it enables a comparison of the findings with related studies*
It is apparent, on the basis of the data revealed, that the guiding
questions and / or hypotheses have been supported and substantiated by the
data analyzed in this chapter. It is further shown that the arrangement of
the churches into classes is a productive procedure for inquiring into status
behavior as it is manifested in churches. Such a classification presents a
more comprehensive view of churches in an urban society and enhances better
understandings regarding the status-giving function of the urban church.
Perhaps a clearer picture of differential behavior between the churches,
as they have been arranged and classified by the selected indices presented
in this chapter, will be revealed through an analysis of the subjective
interview materials. In Chapter Three an attempt will be made to probe be
hind these indices to uncover their social-psychological meanings in the
interactional process. The hypotheses controlling the study will be
rigorously subjected to the emotional feelings of people in terms of the
way Negroes in the urban community come to evaluate the social behavior of
others on the basis of their church affiliation.
See Chapter One,
CHAPTER*III
THE EVALUATION OF THE SOCIAL STATUS
OF SELECTED NEGRO CHURCHES
The data reported in this Chapter are the result of the "focused inter
view" discussed in Chapter One, To reiterate, this interview was employed
to: (1) test the consistency of ranking the churches along a scale of ar
bitrary values} and (2) to ascertain the status behavior references, if any,
that individuals tend to make about people who affiliate with the various
churches in the community. The main purpose of the interview was to get
people to evaluate the status behavior of others on the basis of their
church affiliation.
The data were obtained from a cross-section of informants who were
approached in terms of their knowledge and evaluated feelings regarding the
church situation in the Atlanta community. Not only was attention focused
upon the subjective experiences of the informants but also an opportunity
was provided for each informant to rank churches, through the manipulation
of cards , on the basis of values within himself. The result of this "card-
shuffling" is revealed in the frequency distribution in Table 22,
This table indicates how well known the churches were to the informants.
The frequencies indicate the number of times each church was ranked as upper-
class by the informants. It is revealed that over half of the informants
ranked the selected churches in the same category as the ranking scale
The name of the church and its minister appeared on a separate index
card to facilitate shuffling. See Mildred Parten, og. cit., p, 188.
The churches used in Table 22 were arbitrarily selected on the basis
of the eight highest frequencies. Nine churches appear because the eighth
and ninth churches respectively have the same frequencies,
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TABLE 22
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED CHURCHES RANKED





















used in Chapter Twos that is, as Class I» Only one church - Providence
Baptist - which appears in the upper-class category, was not ranked accord
ingly by the seal®. Revealing also is the average number of informants who
ranked these churches - 22.3 informants. In percentage terms this number
represents over sixty-five per cent of the thirty-two participating informants.
It should be pointed out that, in eases where the informant listed under ten
churches, only the first five were categorized as upper-class or the better
churches. When more than ten but less than twenty churches were listed,
the first ten churches were used*
The primary purpose of this corollary technique, as was the focus of
the interview itself, was to test the degree of confidence which could be
placed in the ranking scale employed. From all indication, in regard to
Class I churches, modification of the scale, if possible, would b©
necessary only in terms of the position of individual churches. On the
basis of the highest frequency within the group, the upper-elass churches
according to the informants would bes
AA
Rank Church
1 Wheat Street Baptist
2 Friendship Baptist
3 Big Bethel AME Methodist
A»5 The First Congregational
A.5 Zion Hill Baptist
6.5 St. Paul's Episcopal
6.5 Allen Temple AME Methodist
8,5 Greater Mt. Calvary Baptist
8.5 Providence Baptist
After arranging the upper-class churches, as classified by the infor
mants, into a high to low pattern, an attempt was made to follow the proce
dure throughout the classes listed by the value-scale. A close analysis
revealed that the thirty-two informants were vague and ambiguous about
churches other than those listed as Class I (See Appendix C)• Only fourteen
of the forty-three churches under consideration were mentioned more than
fifteen times. Thus, it was not possible to make similar frequencies of the
other churches nor was it possible to arrange them into any order except to
put those churches listed beyond the upper-class in the lower-class bracket.
Despite the inconsistencies by informants as to the number of churches
known, there was, however, a degree of consistency as to the churches below
the upper-class group. The lower-class churches, according to the scale,
tended to be grouped together and were relatively unknown in comparison with
the other churches.
It is to be remembered that the guiding questions and / or hypotheses
givoiin Chapter One control this study and that certain assumptions were
made prior to the gathering of data. Nevertheless, the data revealed in
this chapter, while not characteristically definitive, supports the questions
asked. Particular support is given the question raised regarding the status
scores assigned to the various churches as being coterminous with the status
reputation of its members.
Important also is the fact that attention is focused on several of
the corollary questions mentioned in Chapter One, The data support such
questions as; (1) Does the status factor have any effect on people becoming
church members? And (2) What churches have the highest class membership?
These questions are explicit in the interview material presented her®.
The analysis of the interview material is made in terms of four of the
techniques for measuring social class used by Warner * (l) symbolic place
menty (2) status reputation, (3) simple class assugnments and (4.) compari
son*
THE ATLANTA GHDRCH SITUATION IN GENERAL
An example of how informants generally referred to the church situa
tion in Atlanta can be seen in the comments made by several people. Each
informant made some statement in this respect ,
Typical of these comments is the one made by informant E who lives in
th© northeast section of the city. This informant is approximately 35 years
old, a femal®, visiting teacher of Baptist denomination. Her social class
estimate is lower-middle class • She made the following remarks s
Churches seem to have lost the religious touch,
too much polities in them. You leave a service
and you feel like you been to a ball park listen-
ing to somebody trying to win on some ticket.
Others go to the ©ther extreme. Talk so far
ahead of people that they laugh at thesu,««
Average Negroes don't go to church but white
Rrotestants line up in carsi fill doors every
Sunday, Negroes go to show off clothes} just not
church goers.
Hi, L. Warner, pj>, pit,, pp, 72-84..
%e© Appendix C for all detailed interviews used in this study.
social class estimation of all informants is based on the
interviewer's observation and knowledge of the situation.
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A similar statement, but more profoundly made, is given by a middle-
class person, informant F, a 4-0 year old male, of Episcopal denomination,
who works as a postal clerk. He said this:
I don't think too much of them. One thing they
over-emphasize finance. Atlanta churches ar©
losing the youth. They don't fall for that
stuff the minister is putting down.••« Unless
churches wake up they're going to lose the
youth. They got to offer more than 'health
and salvation, hell and damnation'. Some ar©
attempting to meet the needs of the community»«•
but the majority of them don't meet the needs...*
You got to do more than attend to the spiritual
needs of people.
Another estimated middle-class informant, a widowed member of the "old
regime" and a member of the Congregational Church, made this comment in
regard to the general church situation in Atlanta!
Veil, churches nowadays are changing like every
thing els®. Now I'm from the 'old regtee' and
I don't g© for all that operatic singing and
stuff. Churches are jazzing the musie today.
The people like it but I donH,
A lower middle-class informant, a 4-5 year old porter at one of the
exclusive department stores downtown said:
Too many churches in the city of Atlanta, not
too many but too many self appointed. Whereas
I'd say the Baptist as a whole in city, If
you'd count 'em you'd find a lot of 'em under
separate government. There are several forms
of sanctified, holiness churches in Atlanta.
Can't say much about 'em, how they've formed
but they just pull out*
Informant D, a 26 year old female teacher, who attends Ariel Bowen
AME Church and who is estimated to be an upper lower-class person, re
marked that:
I'm particular and peculiar about churches
I attend. I like the ritualistic form. Some
churches have long drawn out prayers, back
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bending and knee bending - the smaller
churches. Now I like the ritual in the
big churches...• Now so far as music is
concerned..., type of music we have destroys
basic part of the church. Thatfs why people
stop going.
An AME minister, approximately 60 years old, who was given a lower
middle social class estimation by the interviewer, had the following to
say:
Atlanta is over-churchti because of the
ambition of people unprepared to set up
leadership. For the most they go in remote
areas among the ignorant, uninformed and set
up a type of church not conducive to racial
betterment. This condition is responsible fcr
poverty both in faith and economics not existing
in the Negro church.... The church in Atlanta
suffers most from uncompetent and designing
leadership..,. A survey of these churches with
an inventory of the measurement of its leader
ship would involve a pitiful story of putrid
exploration.
It is obvious that these informants have similar feelings as to the
general picture of Atlanta Negro churches. Criticisms are made as to the
total number of churches in the community as well as to the rituals and the
church leaders, frequent references were also made in respect to the
length of the services,
RATING BY SYMBOLIC PLACEMENT
In rating by "symbolic placement"1, an individual is placed in a parti
cular social class or group because he is identified with certain symbols
by the informants. Such symbols may have superior or inferior characteris
tics and / or meanings. These references are useful in ascertaining an
See W, L. Warner, A Black Civilization (New York, 1937), p. 10.
Also see Social Class in America, op. oit. , p. 72,
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individual© social class and in establishing a polar construct of status in
the community.
An example of »»symbolic placement" is revealed in the following state
ments mad© by several informants:
.... Other denominations eritisise this
church but these 'holy rollers1 can tell
you almost anything about the Bible.
The informant making this statement, informant A, is the proprietor of
a local snack shop, around 35 years old, of Baptist denomination and is
estimated to be lower middle-class.
A young male informant, 25 years old, living in the northeast, who works
as a mail carrier, made a revealing comment. This estimated lower middle-
class informant said5
.... Now take the Congregational, people think
only the 'rich1 or 'high yellow1 supposed t©
go there.^-
Informant G who lives in the northeast section of the city is estimated
as being lower middle-class according to the interviewer. He is approxi
mately 55 years old, of Episcopal denomination and the proprieter of a
general store on Auburn Avenue* He made these symbolic referencess
Bishop B,, now he's a 'grafter', got rich off
them 'dumb Niggers'\ don't allow 'em to wear
no rings, ties, nothing; (laughs) got rich off
them 'Niggers1. J's all right (refers to minister
at Mt, Vernon church), fine fellow but like the
rest of them Baptist, he likes his liquor.2
When the informant said, "now he's a 'grafter* ", he reveals that the minis-
See Appendix C, interview 2.
2
See Appendix G, interview 3«
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ter is money consciousj that is, he emphasizes the importance of money to
his congregation and is continuously devising new ways of confiscating the
monies. Symbolic reference is also made when he said, "...but he's lik©
the rest of them Baptist, he likes his liquor". This implies that Baptist
ministers, as far as the informant knows, are all generally liquor drinkers.
The following statements made by another lower middle-class informant
E, show similar symbolic references. This 35 year old visiting teacher of
Baptist denomination said:
I don't think Friendship's pastor is a
dominant person; doesn't get participation
of members} he's not dynamic, too much
interest in politics, must think he's a
politician.... Now J. at Greater Mt.
Calvary is more or less a 'dictator'. I
don't like the set up. He makes decisions;
tells people what to do.... B. is a dictator,
too. Nothing but a "Hitler".
Obviously in the above statements the informant is making symbolic
references to ministers of the various churches in the city. The reference
"doesn't get participation of members, hefs not dynamic" denotes that the
informant likes ministers who are forceful and active in the activities of
the church. He further accentuates this feeling by the statement, "too,
much interest in politicsj must think he's a politician". Evidently the
informant feels the minister is too interested in activities not directly
associated with the church. The expression, "now J. is more or less a
dictator" indicates that the informant feels that the minister is the
domineering type of person, autocratic in his leadership and organization.
Symbolic reference of the same nature is also made when he said, "B. is
a dictator, too. Nothing but a Hitler".
Infonimnt G had this symbolic reference to make about her own church:
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There is a rumor that only the white, light
folk go to our church. It's not true but
Rev. P», the first Negro preacher we had, had
to break down prejudice because several members
stopped coming when he took over.... Now we
have some of the darkest people anywhere.
Informant G evidently is conscious of the rumors made in reference to
her church. Such an expression as she uees, "there's a rumor that only
white, light folk go to our church" was revealed in several statements by
other informants. Her follow up statement , "it's not true.,.now ve have
some of the darkest people anywhere" seems to be somewhat of a defense
mechanism against comments of this nature in reference to her church*
RATING BY STATUS REPUTATION
Warner believes that almost all interviews involving conversations
centered around several people in a given community mm filled with references
to "Status Reputation" whether they are conscious, unconscious, direct or
indirect. The following statements support this belief. In regard to th®
status reputation of church goers in general informant A had this to say:
Majority of good people - teachers, doctors,
lawyers - donH go to church as a whole; feel
they're too smart to be jilted by preacher,
think they are on equal basis with preacher....
Most in church are *hypocrites1, preachers run
away educated using money for what it isn't
supposed to be used,2
An Episcopalian informant made the following general status reference
about churches in the Atlanta Negro community?
See Appendix C, interview 7,
2 °i*»» Social Class in America, p. 73,
^See Appendix C, interview 1,
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Ain't nothing to Christian religion but
racket..,. Sanctified 'Niggers* ain't
nothing but a racket| ain't nothing to themj
talk about giving you luck, you got to make
your own luckj ain't got none iaimself....
Some good people in all of them but majority
of them crooks. Preachers are crooks*...
Now there goes a preacher who'll cuss you out
in a minute.*
Informant F of the same religious denomination had this to say in re
gard to the status reputation of the Atlanta church congregation in general:
You find from highest type to lowest type,
academically and socially in the church.
All attend some time or another but you
find in Atlanta more people with less educa
tion in the most popular churches - Baptist
and Methodist/
The number of status reputation references in regard to Atlanta Negro
churches are far from exhausted in this chapter. See Appendix C for similar
references*
Specific status reputation references were made in respect to the various
churches in the city as well as to members of these churches. Typical
examples of how the informants often refer to the status reputation of
churches and their members are listed below. Informant F, an Episcopalian,
had this to says
In the First Congregational Church you have M,,
a banker, Y,, his partner, H,, President of
Atlanta Life, M,, Vice-Pres, of Atlanta Life,
They're the community leaders from an economic,
social, academic point of view,... Most leaders
are in Congregational Church by far. The
Congregational, Presbyterian, Episcopalian, with
out a doubt, in this town, have the leaders and





Bishop B. is a pretty wealthy raanj has a
complex though} doesn't have the background
to talk intelligent} has a fleet of cars.
He has leadership ability but when you
consider the type of people who follow him,
you can understand. There are no Alpha,
Omega or Sigma fellows over there••••
Now Rising Star ain't nothing but an illit
erate, alley crowd} catches the stuff that
Friendship won't have. Say now if you don't
have the right clothes to wear to Friendship
you go around the corner to Rising Star....
Walker's Tabernacle is the same way but they're
good people} just on the lowest social and
economic level.
The following comments wer© made by informant G, a devout Congrega-
tionalist:
Now Friendship think they got the best church
in the city, and probably have because in some
ways its better organized than ours....
I don't know anything about the Holy Rollers
except I know they're noisy, use to be a bunch
in this neighborhood.•••
The Methodist, that's where you find politics.
Bishops just move people around. I forget what
Mnd of money you call it but if you don't bring
it in, the Bishop moves you from a big church to
a little one. Bishops buy themselves in....
Most young people join the church (Congregational)
to get in clubs for prestige. A person sees you
at church, asks you to join his club, status goes
upa
We consider ourselves as the most outstanding and
we really do but I tell 'em we're losing prestige.
If we don't look out other churches are going to
take over.
Informant C, "a radical", of Episcopalian denomination, made this status
reputation reference:
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They gittin rotten in Congregational Church,
lot of people quitting - wife interrupts and
says, yeah, Dean B. took her membership to
Ebenezeri I think she got more recognition.
And they got the richest church in Atlanta.
Informant J, an AME minister, made these status reputation references!
No intelligent person who is in research would
go to the 'church in the alley1 where that old
man beats drums. He would go to the Episcopal,
Friendship, Ebenezer or Allen Temple,
The 'church In the Alley1 refars to the store front churches located in
run-down areas of the city as described earlier by the informants
In the slum areas of Atlanta will be seen the
store front church with old ladies dressed in
white robes and long strearners«... Thes© churches
have no set form of worship. They beat tambourines,
dance, carry on strange antics....
Continuing his status references, informant J saids
With the Baptists its a toss up between
Ebenezer and Friendship and Idheat Street
with Liberty following close behind from th©
intelligent viewpoint. There's a sprinkling
of intelligence in other Methodist and Baptist
churches•
Noticing that he continued to use the word "intelligence11 the inter
viewer asked the informant just what did he mean by intelligence, H©
answered by sayings
Intelligence, you know, begets intelligence%
tied to the same string as 'class1. It would
be found in certain churches of Atlanta that
where leadership is intelligent and proliferic
there may be found the school men, professional
men and upgrade students.
Similar remarks were made by several other informants. Among the more
revealing statements is the one made by informant L, an unemployed 25 year
oM male of Methodist denominations
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I tell you something they say used to be before
my time. Tell me the Congregational used to
investigate anybody who wanted to join* You
had to be a big 'Migger1 before you could join,
lot like that anymore but they're supposed to
be Aristocratic. I donH know what that is,
'society1, I guess.,»» The Congregational is
a smaller church; not too many young members,
mostly all professional peoplef highly recognized
people in Atlanta society are members*
There ain't too many well educated members in
Friendship to carry out programs of all sorts,
except financial,•»• Most members are poor,
hard working people*»»*
Big Bethel used to be outstanding but they had
some kind of mess and split when Rev. P. came
here. I don't know what it was*
Informant K was interviewed after his insistence that he knew all
about Negro churches in Atlanta. He supported his boastfulness by offering
revealing data especially in regard to the status reputation of Churches in
the city. Talking in a rapid tongue as if this was the opportune time for
him to release a heavy burden or mounting tension, he said:
This First Congregational Church is supposed
to be the rcream of the crop1. All the lead
ing professional men of the city of Atlanta
go there..,, When you say you a member of the
First Congregational, as B. put it, you!**©*-
somebody. You call off the leading men and
ask them where they go to churchj goes back to
Congregational - M., D., Y,, (reference to
leading men in city),..,
DM you ever talk to J. at Friendship, a
regular guy; lay it right down to you.
Members mostly college professors - Dr, M.,
all Mbrehouse, Spelman girlsj the college type,
professional men. Most postal clerks are
members. Just a college atmosphere, a higher
type service..,.
People in large churches - Warren, Friendship,
Wheat Street, Congregational - all in same
category; look on religion in a different way,
type of song that moves a person in a
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smaller church won't move these people*
They want Ave Maria. The 'die-ia-the-
vool1 people appreciate that old stuff
but young folk want form and fashion*
RATING BY SIMPLE CLASS ASSIGNMENT
Rating by "Simple Assignment" to a class, being the class placement of an
individual or family, and occasionally an associate, by assignment to a
social class previously defined, explicitly states that the subject referred
to is definitely ia or out of a given class . In this respect many of the
informants made such assignments not only to the various churches and / or
denominations but also to the members of these churches. Typical of these
simple class assignments are the following statements* Informant A made
these kinds of remarkss
Different classes of people go to different
churches because of different ministers. You
have the 'whooping and hollering' preacher,
the country preacher* The Congregational is
definitely different..,. The high class churches
are Wheat Street...Rig Bethel,»,and Ebenezer..*»
The middle-class — Providence, Mt. Moriah and
West Hunter, The lower income group - Rising
Star and Mt. Olive..,. St, Paul's about middle-
class. Miss 6, around the Eorner is a member,
works over in administration building as some-
Body's secretary? husband a letter carrier. I
think Mr. B* goes there, too*
This informant evidently associates income with class* It is noticed that
in reference to the low-class group he uses "lower income11 rather than class
as in the previous groups named*
Informant B had this to say:
In churches I'm against, Congregational, Big
Bethel, Ebenezer, people are of upper type,
high standard with the most capital. All
Warmi* B.ni Ltmt.# og, cit«. p.
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type of people in *good! and 'bad1 churches
but middle and lower class in good churches*
A similar remark by informant D exhibits the same resentment for the
upper-class churches:
...ain't no better or bad churches but high
class and low class churches, you know the
stinks* and the •regulars'.
Such churches as the First Congregational, Wheat Street, Big Bethel,
friendship and St. Paul's Episcopal were referred to by this informant as
•stinks*. The so-called 'regulars* included South Atlanta Methodist, Zion
Hill Baptist, Bethlehem Church of God and Providence Baptist. Informant D
seems to hold a grudge against the churches sh© lists as 'stinks* for possibly
several reasons. First, these churches are evidently upper class and her
class affiliation does not allow her to become a member. Secondly, as she
points out in the course of the discussion, she resents not being recognised
and treated warmly as a visitor when attending these churches. The fact
that she is of a dark complexion is her outlet or rationalization for criti
cizing these churches so harshly.
Informant J, the AM! minister, who said he was giving the facts as they
were, had this to say in respect to what churches are upper-classs
Going by intelligence Ifd say St. Paul,
Friendship, Wheat Street, Big Bethel,
Allen Temple and First Congregational.,.
Providence would be in, if you just include
the minister*
The us© of Simple Class Assignment is also seen in the remarks of
Informant Ks
....The AME what you might call cater to
the higher type Negro, the educated Negro.
The Methodist gets part of them. The CME
is just existing,,.. Little store fronts*
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membership made up of *walk-of-life' people,
ordinary, working, domestic class.
A statement by Informant S on the attendance of members in the various
churches reveals some indication of Class Assignments
As you might know, the middle-class don't
attend much as the upper-class, if there is
such a class. The upper lower are more
emotional, sincere? sing most, shoutj con
cerned about saving souls*... Middle-class
don't follow what they call the less fortunate,
less literate people..•• Taks F. A., Sunday
School teacher at my church* Never been to
church in six years I been there.... Classes
segregate themselves in church. Certain classes
go to Congregational, more or less Catholic or
Presbyterian? feel that they get prestige*
A more pointed comment by this informant is:
CongregationaLists are more or less professional....
More doctors, lawyers particularly found in this
church.... Congregational people exhibit high
cultural and social standards, observe the law of
professional ethics.
In reference to the members of a specific church, informant F said:
•••• There's W», a lawyer and H., who doesn't
rank too high socially but ranks high in the
social class of domestic servants. In her way
she's one of the outstanding business women*
S. P. left friendship, went to Wheat Street.
She's a leader in the high ranking social set....
Bishop B...church is well organized but members
are ordinary class of people...you know, on the
low strata of life.
Informant I made several quick but revealing statements in regard to
simple assignment of churches denominationallys
The Methodist and Baptist taken the general run
of people; the upper lower class. A different
type flocks to the Episcopal, same as go to the
Catholic. People believe in ritual, don't want
much to sayj the upper middle. Among sects I
think you'll find those persons between upper
lower and middle lower, don't you? The lower-
lower don't go to church hardly.... The Church
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of God attracts the same type as the
Baptist and Methodists..., On the basis
of what the Negro calls 'elite1 I'd say
this, in the Congregational church there
are a lot of people called 'elite' but
G. J. ain't no more of an elite morally
than anybody else* Take the '27 Club1 for
instance. The Y.'s and M.'s, that crowd,
old heads who have accumulated money..,.
A lot of 'em in Episcopal, too.... Just from
reading the paperl'd say Friendship is also
called elite with a few T.M.A.'s..,. Greater
Mt. Calvary is a poor man's church.
The "27 Club" referred to in the above statement is a high class social
club in the city with a selected membership of men in the upper income
bracket. By use of institutional membership as well as the income bracket
of their respective members, informant I assigns the churches mentioned to
various classes. The reference to "T.M.A1. is made in respect to an individual
whose class position in the Atlanta community is upper-class.
RATING BY COMPARISON
Consciously or unconsciously, people in given communities make compari
sons between the social levels of people in their communities. They are,
however, frequently unaware of the fact that they are using the technique of
2
rating by comparison. Several comparisons of this nature in regard to
churches and members were made. An example is taken from a comment of a
lower middle class informants
Intelligence is above average at the AME but you
won't find intelligence at Allen Temple and St.
Paul (AME churches), you find it at the Episcopal
church.... B. is top man in the city with national
appeal but U. has the best, most intelligent group
This statement is based on personal experiences as well as findings of
research studies of Warner, Davis, Drake, et al«
2
\f&&®9&&i cit,, p. 78.
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in the bunch - masters and bachelors*
The informant ranks the denominations as well as the membership by intelli
gence* His conceptions of intelligence, however, mentioned in an earlier
statement, clarifies his meaning in this context*
The following is also an illustration of comparison of denominations
and membership* When asked about church membership of Atlanta Negro churches,
in general, informant L had this to say:
You find the most ignorant Negroes are in
Baptist churches* Course there are some
in Methodist, The reason more in Baptist
cause there are more Baptist than Methodist,
isn«t that right?2
In her comparison of denominations informant I, a middle-class pro
fessional worker says this:
The Baptist and Methodist condemn certain
things, the Episcopal, Catholic and Congrega
tional donft. They say your religion is
individual. It's hardly possible to violate
any thing because they don*t have rigid rules
set up* They don't believe in emotions*
It is obvious that such statements are generalizations and they warrant more
than speculation* While it is generally true that some denominations are
more lenient in respect to punishment for immoral behavior, they do incor
porate some punishment*
The basic questions receiving support from the interview data are* (1)
What differences and likenesses, if any, can be revealed between the levels
of church affiliation and the status reputation of its members? (2) Are the
status scores assigned to Negro churches coterminous with status reputation
See Appendix, interview 10,
2
See Appendix, interview 12*
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of its members? It is also obvious that certain corollary questions are
elusidated and supported by much of the data revealed. Characteristic of
these questions ares (l) Does status factor have any effect on people be
coming members in various churches? Several Interview statements indicate
that it does. To reiterate a typical example, informant E commented that:
Classes segregate themselves in the church*
Certain classes go to Cotigregational,... Feel
that they get prestige.
Another corollary question is (2) "What churches carry the highest class of
membershipf The lowest? Informant I sheds some light upon these questions
when she makes such remarks as:
The Methodist and the Baptist take the general
run of people, the upper lower-class, A
different type flocks to the Episcopal, same
as go to the Catholic*the upper middle-class.
Among sects,.,you find those persons between
the upper lower and lower middle...,2
The techniques used in analyzing the interview materials are helpful
devices for stratifying churches in a metropolitan community and for plac
ing individuals at given social levels on the basis of their church
affiliation. These techniques: (l) Symbolic Placement, (2) Status Reputa
tion, (3) Simple Class Assignment and (4.) Comparison, were also fruitful
channels through which the analyst could ascertain or test the reliability
of the ranking scale used, (See Chapter Two)
The interview data presented in this chapter reveals that there is
consistency between the ranking scale and the opinions and feelings of the
See Appendix, interview 5«
See Appendix, interview 9,
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people in the Atlanta Negro community* With the exception of one church,
(Providence Baptist) the same churches were categorized as upper-class or
Class I by the informants and the ranking seal©. The inconsistency shown
was in regard to the positions of individual churches in the upper-class
group. Hence, the ranking scale device appears to be a productive technique
for measuring social status.
Symbolism is an all-pervading concept in the area of social behavior
but usually only a few such traits are selected and, frequently used in
given areas* The symbolic reference is usually indirect; in the Atlanta
Negro community, for example, the terms "cream-of-the-crop", "autocratic"
and "big shot", indicate high social status. Other such terms as "grafter11,
"dictator" and "high yellow", are often used and have their special connotation.
It would be impossible to exhaust the number of different terms used. The
data revealed here, however, indicates that these references and similar
ones are made in regard to churches as well as the people.
Any concept or reference evaluated as superior or inferior is used in
rating by "Status Reputation". The interviewer assigns an individual to a
given class because he has a reputation for participating in certain social
activities and possessing social status characteristics of a given class in
the community. Oftentimes references in respect to status reputation are
unconsciously made. Examples of such references have been illustrated in
this chapter. The churches and individuals referred to may or may not
possess the characteristics assigned to them but since people believe they
have them, such traits become a part of their status repu tation in the
community. Churches are frequently referred to by the informants as "big
shot", "die-in-the-wool", "church in the alley11, "stinks" and "regulars".
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Thes® characterizations about the -various churches in Atlanta as well as
similar references to individuals are definitely part of their atatus repu
tation*
Similar conclusive remarks can be made in regard to rating by Simple
Class Assignment and rating by Comparison, Both techniques, however, are
clearly explained in this chapter. The detailed discussion of these two
techniques merely helps spell out the importance of all four techniques in
measuring social status. The primary interest of the interview was to look
at the problem through the eyes of the people, since they are the final
authorities about "what is" and "what ian't" in terms of social class in
their communities.
The analysis of statements and comments indicates that no attempt was
made to impose the rank of the scale upon the informants but rather a pro
cedure was designed by which the feelings and judgments of the people could
be translated into results comparable to those of the scale. The result of
this procedure is shown in Table 22 of this chapter. A comparison of the
two techniques or procedures is made in Chapter Four,
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summarizing this thesis, it is convenient to restate, briefly, the
purpose, in terms of the guiding hypotheses, questions, and the methodo
logical procedure followed in selecting data to test the hypotheses, and
to shed light upon the questions.
The primary interest of this thesis was focused upon two problems;
(1) the way in which status behavior is reflected by one*s church affilia
tion and (2) how patterns of status behavior are related to selected objective
characteristics of the church. In view of these problems two basic hypotheses
became the foundation upon which the study rests:
It is hypothecated that onefs evaluation of
another's behavior in a given social institu
tion, e. g«, the church, the factory or the
school, can be employed as a means of under
standing social behavior. It is further
hypothecated that institutional affiliation
is a productive concept for inquiring into
the nature of status behavior.
Another hypothesis is: that among urban Begroes,
due to the complexity of institutional behavior
in urban life, there is a tendency for them to
participate in those institutions coterminous
with their social standings in the community*
Underlying these hypotheses and the problems mentioned above were
several pointed questions. These questions were designed to serve as
guides for the study and as channels through which illuminating data could
be collected to enhance the problems*
Is it possible, through the use of arbitrarily
selected indices, to arrange churches, in a
southern metropolitan community, into discrimi
nating levels reflecting status patterns in the
church affiliation of its members?
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What differences and likenesses, if any,
can be revealed between the levels of
church affiliation and the status repu
tation of its members?
In ranking Negro churches along a scale
of arbitrary values, what discriminating
status forces, if any, exists between them?
Are the status scores assigned to Negro
churches coterminous with the status repu
tation of its members?
It is elearly indicated by the data revealed that the basic hypotheses
are productive of studying status behavior in the urban society. To ascer
tain the extent to which the data supports these hypotheses as well as to
test the degree of confidence which could be placed in the ranking scale,
a comparison of the data revealed in Chapters two and three proved fruitful.
Chapter Two, which presents those data from the schedule administered,
reveals that, on the basis of arbitrarily selected indices, churches in a
southern metropolis can be arranged into some sense-making hierarchial
pattern* The tabtilar presentations in this Chapter show specific charac
teristics and / or factors which made for the particular arrangements shown.
Each class of churches was treated separately for purposes of close analy
sis to ascertain what discriminating forces exist between them. It is
further revealed that the following social status indices tend to be much
more discriminating in ranking the churches than others: (1) value of
church building, (2) salary of the minister, (3) education of the minister,
(4) sise of membership and (5) the number of churches pastored by the
minister. The tables presented in Chapter Two and the corollary tables in
Appendix A indicate that all the items on the schedule are revealing and
discriminatory in some respect. It is also apparent that all of the guiding
questions are supported by the data shown.
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Chapter Three, confined to the interview materials, supports the
arrangement of churches shown in Chapter Two, as well as the general con
clusions made. It is pointed out in this Chapter that the only difference
between the scale arrangement and the arrangement made by informants is in
terms of the position of particular churches, especially in regard to churches
categorized in Class I by the scale. The use of the techniques, symbolic
placement, status reputation, simple class assignment and comparison clearly
reveal that people recognize social status patterns and are cognizant of
these patterns in the religious communityj that is, they recognize that the
status factor operates in determining one*s church affiliation. Several of
the value indices revealed that there is definite relationship between church
affiliation and one's social standing in the Atlanta Negro Community. The
socioeconomic indices most revealing and discriminating, according to the
informants, were education, occupation, wealth and source of income*
Frequent comments were also made in regard to "color". The frequency
of such remarks tends to support the conclusions of several studies by
1 2
sociologists, especially Warner and Drake . This study shows that light
skin Negroes are placed in a specific church on the basis of their color
and other value-laden indicesj that is, they are assigned to a given church
affiliation if they are in the upper income group and have favorable skin
complexions. Because of the number of possible operating factors, however,
it is difficult to ascertain whether or not skin color has a direct in
fluence on an individual's church affiliation. It has been indicated above
W« L. Warner, Color and Human Nature (Washington, 1944-)*
St. Clair Drake and Horace Cayton, ojg. cit.
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that several factors operate in placing churches and / or individuals into
specific classes or categories*
The fruitfulness of these procedures is seen in the fact that both
support the hypotheses and / or questions which guide the study* It is
further seen that the two procedures support each other. The subjective
materials, however, which penetrate more into the feelings and understand
ings of the people, present a much more revealing picture than the data re
vealed through the schedule. Despite this difference, there is considerable
agreement between the two techniques*
On the basis of the organization of the data presented in this study
and the analysis made, it appears safe to make the following tentative con
clusive statements. It should be emphasized that these statements are no
more than suggested hypotheses for further study:
It is possible, through the use of arbitrarily
selected sodoeconomic and church behavior in
dices, to arrange churches, in the metropolitan
community, into discriminating levels reflecting
social status patterns in the church affiliation
of its members*
Social status scores assigned to churches, on
the basis of these arbitrarily selected indices,
tend to be coterminous with the status reputa
tion of its members.
The existing operating forces which arrange the
churches into discriminatory levels are varied
to an extent but such factors as education of the
minister, value of the church building, the
minister's salary and the size of membership tend
to be more discriminating.
The arrangement of churches into arbitrary classes
is a productive procedure for inquiring into social
status behavior as it is manifested in church affi
liation.
In view of this thesis exercise, the following tentative yet conclusive
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statement might be made:
In any urban society, where people are found in
heterogeneous groups, there will be found some
kind of differential behavior which will arrange
individuals into some kind of hierarehial pattern.
The criteria for such an arrangement may be socio-
economic indices or other selected behavior indices.
Regardless of the criteria used or the number of
differential groups which result from the ranking
or division, it is evident that the urban society,
in this frame, is a fruitful and productive labora
tory through which sociologists can get at the nature
of social status.
In this thesis, social status has been revealed through an urban institution,
the church. It is believed that the same methodological procedure if used on
other social institutions will produce similar results, adding empirical data
to the expanding library of sociological knowledge.
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Church of God in Christ
Mt. Zion Holiness
St. Lily Fire Baptized
Mt. Zion United Holiness
Universal Church of God
Soloson^s Temple
Refuge Ohuxch of Christ















































































































































CIASS I CHURCHES ACCORDING TO SIZE OF MEMBERSHIP












































ACCESSARY ACTIVITIES OF CLASS 1 CHURCHES BY
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF FREQUENCY
Number of Churches Accessary Activities Percent of Frequency
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CLASS II CHURCHES' ACCORDING TO SIZE OF

















































ACCESSARY ACTIVITIES OF CLASS II CHURCHES























































































































































































CLASS III CHURCHES BY SIZE OF MEMBERSHIP

















































ACCESSARY ACTIVITIES OF CLASS III CHURCHES




















































































GLASS I? CHURCHES BY DEIOMIKATION AND SEIECTED



















































































































ACCESSARY ACTIVITIES OF CLASS I? CHURCHES BY MJMBER
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THE DISTRIBUTIOI OF ATLANTA. IBGRO CHURCHES
Bl DEKOMimTIOi




This Map shows the distribution of Atlanta Ifegro churches Tagr denomi
nation. The purpose of Map 1 is to reveal the extent to which Negro
churches cluster near or around the center of the city and the amount of
dispersion among them,
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MAP 2
A SPOT MAP SHOWIHG









This Map reveals the distribution of the forty-three churches studied
by denomination* The general tendency of clustering revealed in Map 1 is
seen to a lesser degree on this Map, The purpose of Map 2 is to indicate
the extent to which the sample churches were distributed throughout the


























APPENDIX C I INTERflEW MTSRIilS
94-
IMERVIEW 1
Informant is approximately 35 years old, male, married, one child,
proprietor of snack shop, of Baptist denomination, obes®, conservative
dresser, very cooperative but not too talkative, some college training*
Informant lives in southeast section of city in lower middle class
neighborhood! ardent church goer, visits various churches frequently! ob
server of ministers and their sermons; lifetime residence of city.
Social class estimation - lower-middle«
"When asked about general church situation in Atlanta informant said*
All churches are on equal basis because all emphasize moneys
there is no "best11 except for individual state of mind at one
particular time. I know one minister whi is one of "top t©n%
good minister, good speaker but I attended his church the other
Sunday, he talked about money for some building fund or some
thing | when the same minister speaks somewhere else he speaks
"the word"| a Roman Cathedral could be built if all the money
collected was pooled? one Sunday at our church nearly $4,000
was raised«
When asked about membership of Atlanta churches inforraant said!
Majority of good people, teaehere, doctors, lawyers, don't go
to church as whole| feel they are too smart to be jilted by
preacher, think they are on equal basis with preacher! dorift
worship him or God. Most in the church are "hypocrites",
preachers run away educated using money for what it isn*t
supposed to be used. Church with most educated people if
friendship - common people go to the rest of the churches*
When asked about personal knowledge of various church memberships
informant said?
Doctors don't usually go to church, they're afraid minister
will ask for something. Dr« Hightower of Zion Hill is a
good church supporter. Only lawyer who is good supporter
and worker is Walden. Murdoek, undertaker, good worker at
Mt, Vernon*
When asked about class of churches informant saids
Largest church not necessarily indicate best church, largest
church has eloquent preacher but members, I'm inclined to
believe, sisters will shout when they hear 'the word1. In a
church of three, or four thousand the majority shout. In
smaller churches of say one hundred fifty, only ten or fifteen
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shout. Members in larger church go to be seen not to
worship. The same church at night is like Mother Habbard's
Cupboard. Easter Exercise at largest church. Wheat Street,
not equal number of parents for number of children. My
church, a small chureli, had much better attendance. Sora©
common class have high goals and give more than others -
time and money. Different classes of people go to different
churches because of different ministers. You have the
whooping and hollering preacher, country preacher. The
Congregational is definitely different.
The high class churches are Wheat Street, number one in
siM and membership, Big Bethel, second in size and
Ebeneaser. Ones who go to Mr. Moriah look upon members wb©
go to Wheat Street as being high class but they're being mis
led. The middle class - Providence, Mt. Moriah, West Hunter;
the low income group - Rising Star, Mt. Olivej takes person
with good salary to go to Wheat Street if you pay dues and
taxes what preacher asks, keeps people ©f Mt. Moriah from
going to Wheat Street.
Order of ranking by cards of number of churches known:
Wheat Street - Baptist
Big Bethel - AME
First Congregational
Zion Hill - Baptist
Friendship - Baptist
Mt. Vernon - Baptist
Greater Mt. Calvary - Baptist
Cosmopolitan - AME
Providence - Baptist
Allen Temple - AME
St. Mark's - Lutheran
St. Paul's - Epsicopal
Rising Star - Baptist
Shaw Temple - AMEZ
Bethlehem Church of God
Berean - Sev Day Adventist
Centenary Memorial - ME
South Atlanta - ME
Walker's Tabernacle - Baptist
Fair Hill - Baptist
said:
When asked why certain churches were placed in given positions informant
First Congregational church has larger financial membership?
four or five members could buy Zion Hill church. Friendship
a small church and like I said majority of educated people
don't go to church. Greater Mt. Calvary low income but strong
in number, packed every Sunday} all people from Mechanicsville
and Pittsburgj come all the way from wooden hut to big brick
building, individual Sunday School rooms. Fair Hill very small
church, had work done on credit, just did outside, didn't do
anything inside, you know, what you call "putting up a front11.
St. Paul's about middle classj Miss Bush around the corner is
a member, works over In administration building as somebody's
secretary, husband a letter carrier. I think Mr. Brisbane goes
there,too, Bethlehem Church of God members seem more sincere
about religion, know more about Bible; stop a member and he can
quite direct worde from Bible, average Baptist can't bit more
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tell you than a man in the moon. Other denominations criticize
this church but these "holy rollers" can tellnyou almost
anything you want to know about the Bible. I dita't say
anything about life* Most of the people are common laborers,
maybe one or two professional©•
INTERVIEW 2
Informant,^
Informant is 25 years old, male, married, with children, works as
man carrier, of Baptist denomination, short, conservative in dress, college
student, very cooperative, talkative in spirits.
Informant lives in northeast section of city in middle class neighborhood,
attends church occasionally, visits varios churches twice a month when
attendance to church is regular, observes rituals and attitudes of members
of various churches*
Social class estimation - lower-middl®.
When asked about church situation in general informant saids
Women go to church to show off their clothesj this opinion
is derived from women, from 18 to 34. In general churches
have one attendance, the first Sunday, overcrowded. Now
take the Congregational, people think only the "rich" or
"high yellow" supposed to go there*
When asked about membership in general in Atlanta churches informant
saids
In churches, I'm against, Congregational, Big Bethel, Ebeneaa1,
people are of upper type, high standard people with most
capital. All type of people in "good18 and ''bad11 churches*
Certain classes dominate certain churches by majority in mem»-
barship,
When asked about personal knowledge of membership of various churches
informant saids
Take Graham Jackson in the Congregational, not very socially
but well respected in community. Ebenesser Woods, do you want
to use his name? He's assistant minister at Big Bethel, good
socializer as far as public is concerned but not my idea as
leader of church, way he carries himself; aspiring in the
ministry and way he carries himself outside is not approved
by public ; he like to socialise but you can't do that and
aspire as minister, not in public*
When asked about classes of churches informant saids
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In my opinion the good churches are the Catholic and St.
Paul Episcopal. All,types of people go to these churches
and a» treated the same. Majority of other churches are
partial toward certain types of peopleJ take no#, say the
Baptists you got to pat the preacher on the back and invite
him to dinner and feed hta better food than you feed the
family ordinarily, always raising money. Other churches
depend on how service are carried out. Holiness churches
with all day service, now I'm against that. I can't name
any specific one, most of 'em have Church of God name.
Prom my opinion, in "good" churches you find majority are
good citizens, carry themselves in Christian like manner.
In "bad" churches, Christian like in church...just Christians
while they're in church.
When asked to compare churches informant saidt
Big Bethel and Wheat Street services are almost alike. St.
Paul's and Catholic are almost identical in membership and
services. Majority of Holiness are alike in services and
membership - elder people, labors, domestic workers, that'll
cover them.
Order of card ranking of churches known to informants
Our lady of Laurdes - Catholic Wheat Street - Baptist
St. Paul's - Episcopal New Salem - Baptist
Cosmopolitan - AME St. John - CMS
Allen Temple »- AME Shaw Temple - AMEZ
Providence - Baptist Mt. Vernon - Baptist
Rice Memorial - Presbyterian South Atlanta - Methodist
Bethlehem - Baptist Big Bethel - AME
Zion Hill p Baptist Springfield - Baptist
Friendship - Baptist First Congregational
Greater Mt. Calvary - Baptist Community - Baptist
Calvary Grove - Baptist Bethlehem Church of God
Silver Leaf - Baptist Jones Avenue Churoh of God
Walker's Tabernacle - Baptist
When asked why certain churches were given specific positions infor
mant saids
Why do I put Congregational church so far down? That's
just my opinion. I base my opinion on reaction of people
when stranger visits. I attend all churches, I make it
my business two Sundays a month to visit churches. Now
the Catholic, I like their services and way people greet
you. School in Catholic church and recreational facilities
in St. Paulj if you have these things for kids, with pro
per guidance will aid child in understanding teligious views
of life early and keep him interested. Some other church®©
have such activities only as means of accommodation but as
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far as religious views praising them they're not so high.
Wheat Street, I just dislike the churchj these statements
aren't against pastors in all cases but mostly against^
members. Any church demand a patron pay so much to main
tain membership is not my idea of religion. I've been to
churches ISve picked once or more. % chureh would be
almost down there with Zion Hill*
INTERVIEW 3
Informant Gr
Informant is approximately 55 years old, male, married, proprietor ©f
general store, of Episcopal denomination, medium build, conservative dresser,
loves to talk.
Informant lives in northeast section of city in lower middle class
neighborhood (business district) over place of business, occasional church
goer, seldom visits churches other than his own, very critical of religious
situation in cityj lifetime resident of c ity.
Social estimation - lower middle.
When asked about church situation in general informant saids
Ain't nothing to Christian religion but a racket. Methodist
and Baptist nothing but a racket, nothing to them? put your
money in there for twenty or thirty years, wonlt give you
nothing. Catholics look out for yew, keep your house clean
when you're sick. "Sanctified Niggers" ainft nothing but a
racket, ain't nothing to »emj talk about giving you lusrk, you
got to make your own luekj ain't got none hieself. Join the
Episcopal you a member 'til deathj you don't pay off. Methodist
or Baptist church you put out if you don't keep up your dues,
if you die out of church they don't know whera you are. Mem
ber of chureh up the street died and couldn't even have funeral
in church. Some members give #25.00 a month and yet when they
died couldn't have funeral in chureh. Baptist take all your
money and when you get behind in rent they say they ain't pay
ing us rent. Episcopal ai3d Gatholic churches try to help you,
preachers come and see you when you're sick, don't serai you
no quarter like that man down the street. One preacher sent
a sick member a dollar, never did go to see him.
When asked about membership of Atlanta churches informant saM:
Ignorant classes?go to church cause they don't know no better.
Better people are paid members, hardly ever go, put money in
but don't take no interest. Go around drink liquor and gamble
like everybody else, that's why I don't put no faith in it.
I use to be a member of Wheat Street 'til Borders told me I'd
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have a hard time being a Christian. If I w as going to have
a hard time after I got in, no point in me going. I
guess I would have a hard time if I did everything they
said. First Sunday everybody go to church. Every Sunday
gamblers, liquor drinkers all go to church especially the
11:00 o'clock service; go to church, shout, come back and
raise more hell than you do, that's the folk who don't miss
going to church on Sunday, Catholics, Episcopal, Presby
terian and Congregational are better churches. Catholic
and Episcopal are leading - better class of people go ther©.
Biggest 'tendants to Wheat Street are liquor sellers and
gamblers. Some good people in all of them but majority of
•em are crooks. Preachers are crooks but you canft say that
about 'em cause you'd gettin trouble. How there goes a
preacher who'll cuss you out in a minute - (wife interrupts
and askss Who?) - old Mitchell, Sanctified churches are
worst 'Niggers1, I'm telling you cause I've dealt with aU
of them, preachers and members; they're crooked 'Niggers',
steal, lie. Prophet Swain got two wives, two sets of
children, and told me that himself last night; lets one
wife come down when other is gone; fixing to leav© now, says
he's going to let Mother keep children; says he wouldn't set
his foot in a church; don't go to church, has meetings in office;
say© he can make a 'Nigger' move. He had many white people as
colored but them white folk fixing to git him in trouble so
he leave 'em alone.
When asked about personal members of various churches informant did
not indicate any specific members but referred to various ministers:
Now ^ev. Potter down street is o,k», I wouldn't say anything
'gainst him. Bishop Burrus, now he's a grafter, got rich off
them 'Niggers', don't 'low 'em to wear no rings, ties, nothing,
(lapghs) got rich off them 'Niggers'. Johnson's all right
(minister at Mt. Veraon), fine fellow but he's like the rest
of them Baptists, he likes his liquor. Now old Red and a few
other deacons down the street, ain't nothing to 'em. They
gitting rotten in the Congregational Church, lot of people
quitting (wife again interrupts) and says - yeah, Dean Burney
took her membership to Ebenezer; I think she gits more recog-
■-■••-.--• nition. Now, they got the riches church in Atlanta. Congre«
gationalist prejudice to color.
Order of ranking of churches known to informants
Our Lady of Lourdes - Catholie Greater Mt. Calvary - Baptist
St. Paul's « Episcopal Shaw Temple - AMEZ
First Congregational Friendship - Baptist
Big Bethel - AME Wheat Street « Baptist
When asked about card arrangement informant saids
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No reason at all for order; I just picked 'em out
as best churches I know.
INTERVIEW 4-
Informant D
Informant is approximately 26 years old, single, female, teacher, of
AME denomination, heavy set, fairly conservative dresser, has tendency to
dress plain or loud, very talkative*
Informant lives in southeastern section of town in lower class neighbor
hood? home right behind general store in business district; ardent church
goer, visits various churches frequently, very critical of services, members,
programs of various churches? lifetime resident of city.
Social class estimate - upper lower»
When asked about general church situation in Atlanta informant said!
I'm particular and peculiar about churches I attend. I
like the ritualistic form, some churches have long drawn
out prayers, back bending, knee bending - smaller churches.
Now I like the ritual in the big churches. Now as far as
music is concerned, I've sung in the choir but Ariel Bowen
have swing music, be«bop, I feel like I bean to the Top Hat,
type of music we have destroys basic part of church, thatfs
why people stop going. Reason for this type music is lack
of knowledge in personnel, can get them cheaper than trained
personnel. Since most Atlanta ministers have been exposed
to training in respective church programs the over-all picture
is improving; use to be only Wheat Street and Big Bethel where
you could get an intellectual service* One thing I don't
like about churches, sometimes we have three or four collections.
Sometimes! four or five collections taken, one for new build
ing, one for preacher's salary, one for conference delegates,
one for poor and one for something else. Another thing I think
is important, ministers visiting homes, not because somebody
is sick but to see if he can help solve home problems as well
as spiritual problems. I think a minister should be what he's
supposed to be, not playing four or five roles, if you know
what I mean (laughs, asks if I know what she means). Minister
at all times should live such a life that people can point to
it as guiding light; not a preacher on Sunday and a wolf every
dey and night. Every church should have every national known
organisation. I mean Boys and Girls Scouts, etc, Sunday
School have a monthly education meeting so they can answer
questions; trained person will have necessary answers.
When asked about membership in various churches informant saHs
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In certain sections certain people go to certain
churches but you find a cross-section; people go to
church they like, where friends go, where accepted
and v?here Mother goes. We have all kinds of people
in my church from highest to lowest, I know about
Allen Temple, Wheat Street, all the big churches have
cross-section. Now we have the type who run transient
houses, immoral house, do not go, financial members.
When names of these people come up at "board meeting
minister side-tracks the issue indicating person is
financial, minister holds twenty-five financial members
on roll, I thought when I started smoking they'd have
me up cause I'm in the choir but minister didn't pay
anything about it.
When asked about classes of churches informant ssaids
Wheat Street and Big Bethel are big shot churches. Were
it not for these churches some people wouldn't go. Big
shots go to be seen, no intrinsic value. Ushers in these
churches have tendency to send you upstairs if you aren't
known or dressed as upper bracket? yotifre not "crop11*
People in regular churches go cause they like people or
want to help bu3!d kingdom. All people should go to
church cause its our means of attaining the celestial*
Some(ministers) Methodists are not comfortable in Baptist
churches and vice versa, you know, denomination conscious*
For instance, you're Baptist, Vm Methodist, we have a
date but to keep from going to another denomination some ex
cuse is given; they'll go to any other Methodist or Baptist
church. Be sure to put in Class Caste Church - First Congre
gational - they don't like no black folks over there. The
only way G. J. can play organ he's only one talented. Now
folks like you and me and on down the line to black. Lady
who sings tried for choir in church, you now a audition;
was last one to come up cause she was darker than them white
gals. When she talked to director ^he said she sung o#k.
but they just don't have people that dark in their choir»
Its not a church but an organizations I've been there
several times and no one ever told me they were glad to see
me. It was three times before I got a visitor's card. low
take Central, located in "Dirty Shop", All sorts of vice go
on in that community. Not five people there go to church.
The people in church differ from minister - pitiful few who
think they run the church - who shakes hands, invites people
in community to church. Most of .'em have religion and drop
it at the door, them big shot churches; pick it up the next
Sunday, You know, the J. P. Allen specialists, them folks
dressed to kill, go just to be se©nj just there, not even
good enough to be a wall flower. The comaon laborers keep
the church going.
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■When asked to pull out churches known informant said:
You don't have my church in here. Thatss good cause
Rev. De ain't nothing but crap. This is how I'd put
churches, ain't no better and bad but high class arid
low class churches* You know, the "stinks" and the
"regulars". Now these are the "stirsks'1 and the big
bunch the regulars, all of them (referring to "regulars")
go together.
Order arrangement of churches known by informant:
Fisst Congregational St. John - CMS
Big Bethel - AMS Iconium - Baptist
Wheat Street - Baptist Rice Memorial - Presbyterian
Centenary Memorial - MS Springfield - Baptist
St. Paul's - Episcopal Bethlehem Ghurch of God
Greater Mt. Calvary - Baptist Allen Temple - AME
R?iendship - Baptist Bethlehem - Baptist
Cosmopolitan - AMB Providence - Baptist
South Atlanta -» ME Zion Hill - Baptist
INTERVIEW 5
InfojrmntJS
Informant is approximately 35 or 36 years old, female, married, no
children, visiting teacher of Baptist denomination, average height and
weight, neat, cooperative, conservative dresser, very talkative,
Daformant lives in northeast section of city in lower middle class
apartment house, very active in her church (choir director), occasionally
visits other churches| been living in city over fifteen years.
Social class estimation — lower middle*
When asked about general church situation in Atlanta informant said:
Churches eeem to have lost the religious touch, too much
politics in them. You leave a service and feel like you
been to a ball park listening to somebody trying to win on
soiae ticket. Others got to the other extreme, talk so far
ahead of the people that they laugh at them. That's how old
Borders is, you ought to listen to him tomuepuw. Average
Negroes don't go to church but white Protestants line |jp in
cars, fill doors every Sunday, Negroes go to show off clothes,
just not church goers. Now what's the reason for this? One
tenth of them work on Sunday, another one third ere interested
in ball game ot TV and another one third give you the age old
excuse - I'm just too tired.
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When asked about membership of churches in general informant saids
You find a pretty good mixture of all people - professionals,
laborers, etc. Professionals take leis active part than
Mtlers, labors, servants. M you might know, the middle
class don't attend as the upper lower, if there is such a
class« The upper lower are more emotional, sincere, sing most,
shout| concerned about saving souls, have a more social reason
for attending. In our particular church, and I understand in
Butler Street, Wheat Street, Ebenezerj say this community, there
are a number of middle class Sunday School teachers, but they
don't go to church. Take F. A., Sunday School teacher at our
church, never been to church in six years I been there. She
told preacher church didn't mean anything to her. Middle
class don't follow what they call the less fortunate, less
literate people. Glasses segregate themselves in church.
Certain classes go to Congregational more or less Catholic and
i^esbyterian, feel that they get prestige. Baptist and Methodist
are mixed from doctors down to ditch diggers, one of the poor
classes of labor. Better type of people go to church occasion
ally, for particulars, Easter Sunday, First Sunday in New Year,
Christinas?, Mother's Day, Father's Day - somethiisg special. I
tell you another thinfe, the average person goes to church on
Communion Sunday, once a month, don't see *@m no mor© 'til the
next communion. Better type go to church according to job they
hold, that's how we classify 'em - doctors, lawyers, etc. Jfay-
be according to their home, the society they participate in -
clubs.
When asked about class of churches informant saids
Congregationalists are more or less professional, I don't
know but they tell me a lot of mulatto people attend that
church, people concerned with pigmentation of skin. Mor©
doctors, lawyers particularly found in this church. Baptist
have more teachers, skilled labors, doctors scattered around
in both Methodist and Baptist, more unskilled labor in these
than any other. I've learned from friends that there is not
so much class and caste but people join for social prestige.
A ditch digger might join the Catholic Church cause he
figures he can better himself socially. Congregational people
exhibit high cultural and social standards, observe law of
professional ethics. Some of the people in the Congregational
church for instance, to name a few, there's G.J., in music,
M.S., social worker. Some of those people, the Baptist and
Methodists, put religious life first, deeply religiousj might
be considered cultured people. I won't say refined in all
instances. Refinement goes with culture though, doee't it?
When asked about "worst" churches informant saids
Frankly, I wouldn't know. When itr-comes to churches and
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religion, its difficult. There are good people in all
of them. It depends on their sincerity and the way they
carry out religion. I don't know. Course you mi^it take
up "worst" churches on two things, physical plant and pro
gram. If you mean this, then the store front and the smaller
churches. I think we got too many small churches but I don't
know. There's too many downstairs dwellings. Some could be
better organized, have better support than we who call our
selves good churches.
When asked to arrange churches familar to the informant, she said:
I've been to all churches I know. I don't rank Tdheat Street
as number one. I think Bethel is up to par. Now, Tobin,
who teaches at Morehouse, has a good organized church, maybe •
better organised than Bethel. More of Big Bethel congrega
tion are participating than other churches, good attendance*
I don*t think Friendship pastor is a dominant person, doesn't
get participation of members, not dynamicj too much interest
in pol&tics, must think he's a politician. Now Johnson, at
Greater Mt. Calvary is more or less a dictator. I don't like
the set-up. He makes decisions, tells people what to do. This
is big weakness I find in churches. I've talked to members and
we compared our churches and they express their opinions this
way even though they cooperate with the pastor. There's not
too much variation in top five. Reason I don't rate Wheat
Street first is that most people there on Sundays ere visitors,
active members aren't there. Borders is a dictator, too.
Nothing but a "Hitler11. Voice of people not heard. One day
when we were riding back from school, a lady in the car, a
member of the Congregational church, asked another lady why she
hadn't been to her church* The lady really told her off. Told
her 'you people a little too snobbish for me1. I mean she told her
just what she thought.
Order of arrangement of churches known to informants
Big Bethel - AME St. Paul's - Episcopal
Providence - Baptist Cosmopolitan - AME
Wheat Street - Baptist Greater Mt. Calvary - Baptist
First Congregational Bethlehem - Baptist
Zion Hill - Baptist Bethlehem Church of God
Friendship - Baptist Mt. Vernon - Baptist
Allen Temple - AME ¥alker«s Tabernacle - Baptist




Informant is approximately 4-0 years old, male, postal clerk, of
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Episcopal denomination, fraternity man, medium height
and weight, conservative but up-to-date dresser, very
cooperative, very talkative.
Informant lives in southwest section of the city in lower middle class
neighborhood, active in fraternal group when time permits, visits other
churches, resident of city 32 years.
Social class estimate - middle class.
When asked about church situation in general informant saids
I don't think too much of them* One thing they over
emphasize finance. Atlanta churches are losing the youth.
They don't fall for the stuff ministers putting down. Now
all parents arid people are in Baptist church, I left and
went to Episcopal where they have more formal type of stuff,
don't stress spiritual, emotional type of stuff. Unless
churches wake up they're going to lose the youth, they got
to offer more than health and salvation, hell and damnation.
Some are attempting to meet the needs of the community -
Wheat Street has recreational set*cip, Greater Mt. Calvary
has forty to fifty thousand dollar recreational building
next to church but the majority of them don't meet the needs
of the community. You've got to do more than attend for the
spiritual needs of people.
When asked about church membership in general informant saids
You find people from highest type to lowest type, academically
and socially in the church. All atend sometime or other but
you fiad in Atlanta more people with less education in the
most popular churches « Baptist and Methodist, Now, in the
First Congregational you find all the business, social,
economic and educational leaders of the coma-unity. There's
one Baptist church where you'll find Negroes you don't find
nowhere else in Atlanta, A bunch of educated people, A
whole lot of school teachers. Now I attribute this to the
fact that Spelman started in the basement some years ago.
Here you find the higher class people, the rest of them are
in common lower class, I donH think it meets the needs of
the communitynbecause its located in the section of the slums.
The people in the community donH attend Bhureh there. That's
one objection I had to Dr. C,, who was there 60 years; didn't
do anything. This man has opened up recreational facilities
but the kids who play there come from other areas. Most
leaders, like I say, come from Congregational church.
When asked about personal knowledge of membership of Atlanta churches
informant said:
In the First Congregational Church you have M,, a banker, Y«, hie
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partner, H., President of Atlanta Life, M., Vice President,
Atlanta Life. They're the community leaders from a economic,
social, acidemic point of view. These are the ones I readily
know. Wheat Street has by far the largest membership in
Stlsntaj its not a heterogeneous bunch - ninety per cent are
working class, common laboring class. There's ¥., a lawyer
and H., who doesn't rank too high socially but ranks high in
social clubs of domestic servants. In her way she's one of
the outstanding business women. S. P. left Friendship went
to Wheat Street. She's a leader in the high ranking social
set. Friendship membership mostly teachers from Morehouse.
W. and a few others if they don't go to T.'s church. All of
these people are good people. Don't get me wrong, I'm not
saying they aren't decent because they have the opportunity
we have. Most leaders are in Congregational church by far.
Congregational, Presbyterian, Episcopal, without a doubt, in
this town, have the leaders and the most intelligent people.
It's probably true in any town. By far the ME church is the
best organised and the most opoular religion} people take to
it. I attribute this to the feet that every ME minister, re
gardless of size of church, has a degree from Gammon. They got
to go to school. Another reason is that they have white Bishops
with a few Negroes thrown in. These are in the south along the
Atlantic Coast. Bishop B. has a string of degrees from here to
the door. You never hear a thing about the ME churches. Now
you have probably read about the police pad-locking some churches
until they settle things. Its some mess. There's the ¥. and
F. fraction. Some of the AME's expelled for stealing. Bishop
B has churches from New York to the Panama Canal - a type of
religious sect I'd call it, a pplit. A man has trouble with
congregation, thinks he can preach, so he pulls out and starts
own church. That's trouble with out people• This church is
well organized but members are ordinary class of people.
Bishop doesn't have too much education but can handle th©
people cause they don't have any to amount to anything. You
know, on the low strata of life. Bishop B. is a pretty wealthy
man, has a complex though, doesn't have background to talk
intelligently, has a fleet of cars. He has leadership ability
but when you consider the type of people who follow hSjn you can
understand. There are no Alpha, Onega or Sigma fellows over
there. Most of my people are oppressed and they'll sell
chitterlings, corn liquor, anything to build and support the
church. Its the only outlet they have. Preachers use different
psychological approaches to correlate religion with problems
but if they do it right, they'll have people clammering all
over the seats. It gives people new courage and they feel better.
That's why they go. In the First Congregational church you get
decent sermons, well planned, no emotions. The sane thing is
found in the Presbyterian and Episcopal. People say its cold,
no spirit. It isn't that, people just don't go for that, that's
all. I don't know a thing about the AMBZ but Dr. C. goes there*
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Now Berean, the members are ordinary peop3.e. They're
trying to get a little project. They have a little
school in back of church now. Ill of these different
sects can just about be thrown in the same category.
Now, Rising Star ain't nothing but an illiterate, alley
crowdj catches the stuff that Friendship wonH have. Say
now if you donH have the right clothes to wear to Friend
ship you go around the corner two blocks to Rising Star •
The Cat$olie church was well, educated preachers, pretty
nice people, some doctors, teachers; my niece I put on the
train last week going to NYU is a member. Personally, I
think the Catholic church does nore charitable wox-k than
any other denomination on face of earth. Best organized
church in the world, greater servant to humanity than my
place in the world. If I*d change from Episcopal, which is
close to it, I8d go to Catholic. Te«s all right, his con«
gregation is run of the mill type, Wasn't it Booker I.
Washington who said 'if Negroes are anything but Baptist or
Methodist the white man has been tampering with his religion".
low the Baptist minister is his own sovereign, answers only to
deacon board. If he gets the right people on it, and he
generally does, he can stay there for life* That's the
reason I don't like nonaoof these Negro churches, too loosely
organized •




Big Beth©! - AME
Allen Temple - AME
Providence - Baptist
St. Paulas - Episcopal
Our Lady of Lourdes - Catholic
Zlon Hill - Baptist
Greater Mt, Calvary - Baptist
Cosmopolitan - AME
Mb, Vernon - Baptist
Bethlehem - Baptist
Berean - Seven Day Adventist
South Atlanta - ME
Centenary Memorial - ME
St. John « OME




Mt« Nebo - Baptist
Appalachee - Baptist
Grant's Temple - Baptist
Little Friend. Miss. - Baptist
New Salem - Baptist
Calvary Grove « Baptist
Community - Baptist
Silver Leaf - Baptist
Pleasant Hill Miss. - Baptist
Thankful - Baptist
Rising Star - Baptist
Walker's Tabernacle - Baptist
Fair Hill - Baptist
Universal Church of God
Bethlehem Church of God
Refuge Church of Christ
Mt. Zion United Holy
St. Lily Eire Baptized
Mt. Zion Holiness
Jones Avenue Church of God
Solomon's Temple
When asked why certain churches held certain positions in his arrange-
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meat informant saids
Catholic church is low because of the salary of minister*
No outstanding members* Father Me told me when he was
in charge here that they allowed him $15*00 a month* I
guess the Sisters organizations took care of expenses»
Methodist ha.ve the highest leadership and their salaries
are subsidized* That's what I like about them. In our
church sometimes we can't pay the minister his full Salary
so ye hare to double up the next month* I think we pro
mised him 1300,00 a month* The higher class the church the lower
the members contribute but on© member of the Congregational
church will write a check for $500.00 to paint the church or
even $1,000 if necessary but he probably only puts 25^ or
500 in collection* I guess you heard about B«'s trouble*
He wants to build a #250,000 educational building for the
church. Let me show you how slick the 'Nigger8 ms; his wife
just got her Master's in religious education* The old
deacons told him hell no,they'd die and go to hell first*
B. organised a Junior Deacon Board, You know you are not
supposed to have but one deacon board. He's trying to rail
road the building in* A lot of ray friends are ministers and
they all tell me that a preacher should never get his church
out of debt. If you do they'll get lazy on y©u» You'll b©




Informant is approximately 75 years old, female, widowed, has married
daughter, seamstrese, of Gongregational denomination, average height and
weight, ver conservative dresser, y®tj cooperative, talkative, intelligent*
Informant lives in northeast section of city in lower class neighbor
hood, sincere church goer, seldom visits other churches, resident of city
since age of ©ight.
Social class estimate — middle class*
When asked about churches in general in Atlanta informant said?
Well, churches nowadays are changing like everything else*
Now I8m from the old regime and I don't go for all pperatic
singing and stuff. This past Sunday we had a visiting sing®"
who was just a hollering and singing to the top of her voice0
Everybody was just starry-eyed and looking; didn't bother me
at all* Churches are jazzing the music today. The people like
it but I don't» Now Friendship think they got the best church
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In the city and probably have because in some ways its
better organised than ours. The girl next door is a
member and she tells me its interracial. They have two
or three ehinese members. Well, we open our doors, too.
We had two whit© students, one from Emory and one who used
to teach at Spelman. They just liked the way we hold.our
service. There's a rumor that only the white, light folk
go to our church. Its not ture but Rev. P., the first Negro
preacher we had had to break down prejudice because several
members stopped when he took over. We didn't have a Negro
minister prior to then. All our ministers were northern whites.
Now ®e have some of the darkest people anywhere. In most
churches you find professionals down to servants. We have
«em in our church. They're there in all other churches. I've
noticed that when doctors come to town they pick certain churches,
churches with large memberships. The same is true with dentist.
Now Mrs. H., I looked to the paper the other day and she had all
the funerals in the city. You know why, don't you? Why she's
a member of Mt. Zion church} she gets all that business and she's
president or vice-president of almost every club around here.
Politics are found in every church , a lot of it because we
were discussing where our officers were yesterday. I told *m
they just want to be trustee for prestige, just to say I'm
trustee at First Congregational Church. I don't know any
thing about the 'holy rollers1 except I know they're noisy;
use to be a bunch in this neighborhood. The Methodist, that's
where you find politics. Bishops just move preachers around.
I forget what kind of money you call it but if you don't bring
it in the Bishop moves you from a big church to a little one.
Bishops buy themselves in. A friend of mine was at a convention
last year and she said she never saw one man who spent every bit
of 110,000 and still wasn't elected Bishop. We never have
fractions in our churchj not so pronounced but you who are sitting
there can see it. Preachers are really paid though. Most of
them make $500.00 a month, all expenses paid, parsonage. This
isn't true in our church but in other churches where masses are.
Our preacher makes four hundred and son®thing plus the fact
wilve given him an automobile since he's been here, well,
practically, gave him $800 on it. Then, too, we put a stive and
refrigerator in the parsonage. There's hem a ruling in our
church, handed down in all Congregational Churches - when the
church doors are opened the minister asks you to talk to th©
committee after service. They ask you why you left your church
and why you want to join. Then they vote on you. One man
fought this for 15 years, finally got his crowd together and
voted it out. How we have people in our church who still
have their names on other rolls. Those of us who are of the
old regime think they do it for prestige. Now young people
join the church to get in clubs for prestige. A person sees
you at church, asks you to join his club, status goes up.
People say Atlanta hot big enough for two Congregational
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churches but we shovM them they were wrong. The place is full
of Baptist churches, one on every corner around ha?©. I
don't know how they survive, but they do,
When asked about classes of churches informant saids
Bethel is a big church. Wheat Street is the biggest as far
as membership is concerned. Greater Mb. Calvary is the place
where they say they jasa the music, Mow the Catholics really
get you. They something about giving them three months and
they'll have you. We consider ours as the most outstanding
and we really do, but I tell "em we're losing prestige. If
we donlt look out other churches are going to take over. They
say the Congregationalists don't have much religion, well,
people are getting away from all that whooping and hollering.
Its a different atmosphere, but some preachers feel they haven't
preached unless half the people shout. I tell you the truth,
I'd put them all on the same level, the ones I know. Course
now I'll put ray own church first.
Order of arrangement of churches known to informants
First Congregational Bethlehem - Baptist
Wheat Street - Baptist Rice Memorial - Presbyterian
Iriendship - Baptist Bethlehem Church of God
Big Bethel - AME " Shaw Temple - AMSZ
St. Paul's - Episcopal Our Lady of Lourd@s - Catholic
Zion Hill - Baptist Cosmopolitan - AME
Greater Mt. Calvary - Baptist Providence - Baptist
INTERVIEW 8
Informant H
Informant is approximately 37 years old, female, married, teacher,
Baptist denomination, heavy aet, conservative dresser, very cooperative,
talkative in spurts.
Informant lives in northeast section of oity in an upper lower class
neighborhood, nice home, ardent church worker, only woman trustee at her
church, occasional visitor to other churches, resident of city over 15 years«
Social class estimation « lower middle class*
When asked about churches in Atlanta in general* informant saids
Churches used to be good* do things to help people. Nowadays
chhrchee don't do that. Its money, money, money, I believe
when the ministers have their meetings they discuss among
themselves how each raises money, I don't think the pastor
has to think for me. I can read the Bible myself. The
Ill
members make gods out of them. The pastor is furnished
everything* Now I'm a working lady, I work for all I
get. The members give them everything, sugar they need
themselves. When he goes on vacation he expects you to
take care of all the expenses besides he's getting a salary
every month. On our preacher's anniversary he gets $l?000
in the clear» People who pay money are ones least able*
Everytime he says give a dollar they do it. Churches are
doing fine things in some instances bat this is a fast worlij
children am young people need guidance, Mt. Olive is a
fine church but just like the rest of them, it wants money,
A 'ignorant ligger1 is the biggest money giver in my churchj
Ain't got no toilet, no slop jar, uses a can. You think I'm
jpking. When the club met out there people had to use a can*
Instead of preacher telling him he needs comfort, he asks
him to stand up in church, tells people what a fine man he is.
'When asked about church membership informant said:
People say Congregational is stiffest churehj say no dark
people go but I know that ain't so, lady up street goes and
she's dark (informant talked in soft voice). Average livers
go more than professionals* I think they think along with
preacher, won't be swayed. Now Mr, B,, and Miss F. A, are
members of my church but I ain't never seen them there. Poor
folks are the biggest givers and attendants. Ignorant persons
don't think, they let someone think for them. Some of the best
and someoof the worst people in th© church just like everything
else. In our church we have aH kinds of mess. You have the
same thing in ©very church, I'll be in Mt, Olive until I die.
One of our members comes to Sunday School every Sunday, gives
in Sunday School drive but ain(t nothing but a drufak* Wheat
Street is the most outstanding church, B. knows everybody;
planning a new recreational place. H© goes in pool rooms,
anywhere and people give to his church. Did you ever hear of
M, J, mixing with anybody? Now Wheat Street is not my church
but everybody knows it. They say Rev. J, is one of the fastest
men about women, but I don't know. The educated cater to Wheat
Street, Congregational Church, Nothing but ignorant folk in
the store front churches.
When asked about arranging churches informant saids
They're all good but I'll see if I can do it. No, I can't do it.
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Wheat Street - Baptist Our Lady of Lourdes - Catholic
Jriendship - Baptist Community « Baptist
Big Bethel - AJ-3S Pleasant Hill - Baptist
St. Paul's - Episcopal Allen Temple « AME
Zion Hill - Baptist Rising Star - Baptist
Greater Mt. Calvary - Baptist Little Friendship Miss. - Baptist
Bethlehem - Baptist Springfield - Baptist
Rice Memorial — ft?esbyterian Iconium - Baptist
Bethlehem Church of God Centenary Memorial - MB
First Congregational Berean - Sevan Day Adventist
Shaw Temple - AMEZ Mt. Vernon - Baptist
South Atlanta - ME
INTERVIEW 9
Informant Is approximately 43 years old, female, married, professional
worker, of Baptist denomination, heavy set, slightly flasher dresser, very
cooperative, talkative«
Informant lives in northwest section of the elty in a middle class
neighborhood, nice home, ardent church worker, occasional church visitor,
resident of city over 20 years*
Social class estimation - middle class*
When asked about churches in Atlanta in general informant ©aids
I'd put them all in a barrel and shake them up and come out with the
same thing. Seriously though, ninety per cent of them are sincere
in their work. The majority of people are church going people,
unskilled laborers. They go to satisfy a need if no more than
the need for association. The educated man doesn't have tame.
Most of the churches are commercially conscious, because they
have to be - you know, money conscious. The majority of people
who support is are In the lower economic elasss. Church must be
very money ©onscious to survive. The aaliber of preachers is
improving but the majority are less formally trained. The main
interest of the church, generally speaking, is strictly religious
from the point of view of social life and is unattractive, no
appeal to the young generation. The Methodist and Baptist take
the general run of people, the upper lower class, A different
type flocks to the Episcopal, same as go to the Catholic. People
believe in ritual, don't want much to says the upper middle class.
Now the Church of God attracts the same type as the Baptist and
Methodists, I'm thinking of the other type, the holy rollers•
Cults and holy rollers attract the same type,
When asked about various denominations informant saids
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The Baptist and Methodist condemn certain things, the
Episcopal, Catholic and Congregational don't* They say
your religion is individual. Its hardly possible to violate
anything because they don't have rigid rules set up« They
don't believe in emotions* B, at Beulah Baptist is someone
you should talk to. He goes to these night clubs, takes a
nip, likes everything, enjoys having a good time, losing all •
dignity. Now J» at Second Mt* Olive, his roomers say he goes
for his women and he is a bachelor* He accumulates wealth
fast, A girl come in here the other day wanting a new apart
ment but J. won't give them - she and her sister an eviction
notice. She says she hates him but there is some kind of tie
somewhere* He won't let them g©# They have an apartment right
across the hall from him,
Hfaen asked about classes of churches informant saids
I donrt think there are any good and bad churches because
all of them are doing a little bit of good* friendship is
strictly a college church, so is Central* Look at the
surroundings* If youfd ask the members of the community to
stand up 1 doubt if you'd have five, Theysre afraid to go there*
Butler Street church is like some others, in the heart ©f
dark town* In about three streets in a square you have about
six store fronts* Why can't the bigger churches handle the
people* There ar© elite churches as far as people say they
are* I don't have any myself* There's some kind in all of
them. The worst kind of renegad.es I've seen were in the
Catholic church* You should have seen their clothes, take
communion looking anyway« I'm prejudice, the location has
a lot to do with my decisoni makes me klad of snobbish.
On the basis of what the Megroes call elite, I'd say this,
in the Congregational church there are a lot of people called
elite but Ge J* ain't no more of an elit© morally than any
body else* Take the 27 Club for instance ~ the I.'s and M»*s,
that crowd, old heads who have accumulated money. You know
only a few people get invitations to their dance* A lot ©f
'em are in the Episcopal, too* B# made a campaign once to
get all business women ia his church* (laughs) I said 'ligger
you ought to be shot*,, Just from reading the paper I'd say
friendship is also elite with a few T8MaA,'g« Providence use
to be but now its just like the others. Wheat Street is the
best church on the basis of size and membership* Greater
Mb. Calvary is the poor man's church* Now you'd be surprised
at the number of so-called elit© at Bethlehem Church of God»
Order of arrangement of churches known to informants
First Congregational
St. Paul1® - Episcopal
Friendship - Baptist
1H
Wheat Street - Baptist Mt. Vernon « Baptist
Our Lady of Lourdes - Catholic Cosmopolitan « AME
Big Bethel - AME Centenary Memorial - MB
Providence - Baptist Shaw Temple « AMEZ
Zion Hill - Baptist Sprxngfield « Baptist
Greater Mt. G&lvary - Baptist Thankful - Baptist
Bethlehem Gtarch of God Rising Star - Baptist
Bethlehem - Baptist Community - Baptist
interview 10
Informant is approximately 60 years old, male, married, minister and
writer, of AME denomination, average build, fair dresser, tendency toward
loud combinations, very cooperative, very talkative, very intelligent*
Informant lives in northeast section of the city in a middle class
neighborhood, fairly nice home, very religious, straight to the point
talker, visits other churches occasionally, resident of city over 50 years<
Social ©lass estimation - lower middle class*
When asked about churches in Atlanta in general informant saids
Atlanta is over-churches because of the ambition of people
unprepared to set up leadership. For the most they go in
remote areas among the ignorant, uninformed, set up type of
church not conducive to racial advancement. This condition
is responsible for poverty both in faith and economies now
existing in the Negro church. This necessitates periodic drives
and rallies that are repugnant to decent thinking. In the slum
areas of Atlanta will be seen the store front church with old.
ladies dressed in white robes and long streamers, praying on
the superstition of unsuspected young as welj as the mental
sickness of old ag®# The church in Atlanta suffers most from
incompetent and designing leadership. It has left the moarings
of the gospel and the tenets of salvation, A survey of these
churches with an inventory of the measurement of its leadership
would involve a pitiful story of putrid exploration. There are
many respectable churches ±n Atlanta. Strange as it may seem
practically all of these churches operate upon a system that
forces them to side-track the principles for which the church
stands and to concentrate so wach upon financial emphasis that
the mission of the church and the prestige of the gospel are
almost destroyed, That*s about all I know. I speak fearlessly
and factually about all of them, I have twenty-two churches under
my supervision and I make more money from the government than
T do from any of them. I*m a retired government worker at the
highest pension so you see I can afford to be frank*
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When asked about church membership informant said?
It is interesting to breakdown into fine points the people
who are supporting the churches. Churches draw support from
what we call mediocre groups - hard working, honest people
who still have the abiding faith in the church and the type
of leadership they are to support« lounger people ar© grow
ing out of the church. Those who are in are tied to church
by elders, I mean parents. Schools do not emphasis© ehureh
attendance because in many areas the more informed younger
people are more proned to stay out of church* One reason making
for this is thellack of preparation of the minister. His
failure to keep current s© as to give sermons "fresh life blood"$
his failure to live up to the principles of his own gospel and
his laxity in charitable work betray him as a 'self serving
servant1. It vdll be noted in Atlanta that many churches are
out of repair - broken windows, lack of sanitation, unkept
grounds and a failure to keep the interior clean* This
accounts for much of the loss of respect the church has sustained«
This condition also interfere with the church's out reach for
funds• What churches in Atlanta need most is honest leader
ship. We feel that this will enhance more the attendance and
support of the church than any other factor* It would be found
in certain churches of Atlanta that where leadership is intelli
gent and proliferic there may be found the schoolmen, professional
men and upgrade students. No intelligent person who is in research
would go the church in the alley where that old man beats drums»
He would go to the Episcopal, Friendship, Ebenezer or Allen
Temple ohureh. Intelligence is above average at the AMI but you
won't find intelligence at Allen Temple, you find it at the
Episcopal church. With the Baptist it's a toos up between
Ebenezer and Friendship and Wheat Street with Liberty following
close behind, from the intelligent point of view, I find more
honesty among the non-church goer, not in number but in quality.
I know some preacher I wouldn't lend a dime*
When asked t© arrange churches informant saids
Going by intelligence I'd say St. Paul, Friendship, Wheat Street,
Big Bethel, Allen Temple, First Congregational Providence would
be in if you just include the minister. B, is a top men in the
city with national appeal but Usher has the best, most intelli
gent group in the top bunch — masters and bachelors.
Order of arrangement of churches known by informants
St. PatOJs - Episcopal Allen Temple - AME
First Congregational Providence - Baptist .
Wheat Street « Baptist Zion Hill - Baptist
Big Bethel - AME Cosmopolitan « AME
Friendship - Baptist Bethlehem Church of God
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When asked why he put various churches in various positions,
especially his own denomination, informant saids




Informant is approximately A5 years old, male, married, porter at
department store, of AME denomination, slender build, conservative but
fashionable dresser, very cooperative, very talkative.
Informant lives in southeast section of the city in a low class
neighborhood, fair home, attends church regularly, visits other churches
occasionally, lifetime resident of city.
Social class estimation •» upper lower*
When asked about churches in Atlanta in general informant salds
Too many churches in the city of Atlanta; not too many but too
many self-appointed. Whereas Ifd say the Baptist as a whole in
the city, if you'd count them you'd find a lot of 'em under
separate government. There are several forms of sanctified,
holiness churches in Atlanta, can't say much about them, how
they've formed but they just pull out. True sanctified set
up like Methodist with Bishops governing them, Methodist have
three forms; CME, AME and ME. The AME what you might call cater
to the higher type Negro. The Methodist (ME) gets part of them.
The CME is just existing, can't get started cause other two
drain membership. Catholics very strong on a higher scale than
AME in form and type of religion, they just outstanding; new
to the Negro and he hasn't had enough to appreciate it. This
church has more to offer Negro in the city of Atlanta than any
group of churches we have* Ifa Negro is Baptist, Methodist,
what-not and he becomes 111 and has to go to hospital, If he
stays there any time preacher and members go to start with
but they stop. Catholics take care of you under all circum
stances, Ehenezer have its services mostly at night, M, L, K,'s
church operates different from any other Baptist church. He's
formed and set up service and office which takes care of members
under any circumstances. Wheat Street has good attendance in
the morning; every type of person, all creeds and colors. I
hear they got white, colored, Chinese; now deaf and dumb. They
got the greatest non-talking congregational in the state of
Georgia. Trained them to interpret the service. Now Bishop B,fs
church is hard to figure out, got big membership, nationally
known. Membership is greater than any other except rural Baptist,
11?
People consider themselves as one| closer together when it
comes to brotherly love than others, to nay estimation. The
First Congregational is supposed to be the •cream of the crop'*
All the leading professional men in Atlanta go there. Their
form and type of religious service is different! quiet, not
emotional, but still has most of the professional men and women*
When you say you a member of the First Congregational, as B. put
it, you're somebody. You call off all the leading men and ask
them where they go to church, goes back to Congregational «
Milton, Dohbs, lates. Did you ever talk to J. at Friendship?
A regular guy, lay it right down to you. Members mostly college
professors - Dr. M,, all Morehouse, Spelman girls| the college type,
professional man,, Most postal elerks are members* People in
large churches - Warren, Friendship, Wheat Street, Congregational,
all in same category? look on religion in different way. The
type of soag that moves a person in smaller church won't move
theses people. They want Ave Maria, The ^die-in-the-wool*
people appreciate that stuff but young people want form and fashion.
When asked to arrange churches in some order the informant said?
I'd put a efaurch you don't have here above all others regardless -
Mt. Carmen - on the basis of warmth, religious service and
everything. Old W. is a powerful man around there.
Wheat Street Centenary Memorial
First Congregational Rice Memorial
Friendship St. Iferk's Evangelical
Providence St. John
Berean Fair Hill
St. Paul«s Walker's Tabernacle
Greater Mt. Calvary Pleadant Hill
Bethlehem lew Salem
Zion Hill Iconium
Mt. Vernon Little Friendship
Allen Temple Thankful






Informant is approximately 25 years old, male, single, unemployed.
of Methodist denomination, stocky build, casual dresser, very cooperative,
talkative in spurts.
Informant lives in northeast section of city in lower middle class
neighborhood, frequent church goer, visits various denominations occasion
ally, lifetime resident of city#
Social class estimation « lower middle^
When asked about the general church situation in Atlanta informant
said s
I think the churches need a more civic minded program,, Only
one has one like tbat - Wheat Street. They supposed to be
building an old folks home. There's too much prejudice in
the church and most of the leaders In church are ignorant
people« Our educated need to take a more fuller stand in the
church* Too much dishonesty, too much stealing. Churches
should offer more Mian one scholarship a year to some needy
member* There's too many announcements in churches. Church
bulletins should take care of that. You ever been to VJheat
Street? They have all these bulletins ane still the preacher
takes fifteen or twenty minutes reading announcements* We
need more cooperation between ministers and members. Too
many old members hold down positions young members should have»
Oh, yeah, there's not enough large churches to hold conven*-
tioas, What you call those things the Alphas have? Well,
there's only ©ne church big enough to hold them - Wheat Street*
When asked about church membership in general informant saids
Baptist seem to have the largest membership! incorporate more on
financial matters than Methodist* However, the Baptist mem
bership split and form new churches because of many disfraetions«
Should let the preacher be the leader and conduct services and
not try to boss him on how to run service. Miss H», you know
Miss H», goes to my church* One day she got up« took over the
singing, even tried to tell the preacher what to say# There's
to© much tongue wagging and slander among church members against
each other* You find the most ignorant Negroes are in Bpptist
churches. Course there are some in Methodist,, The reason there
more in Baptist because there are more Baptist. Another thing,
the big leaders set back and take the side line while the middle
class run the church«
"When asked about various denominations informant saMs
Something in Baptist services I don't like* When you want to
join church they make a motion to church to see if you're accepta
ble e I'm saying they shouldn't ask members if they should be
accepted. Nothing in Bible says anything about it* God accepts
all« We have too much prejudice among Baptist and Methodist
church because they worship the same God* How Jehova's Witnesses
have a small membership in Atlanta. The Episcopal, there's only
one Episcopal church* Increase is in store front church* I
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I tell you something they say used to be, before my time*
Tell me Congregaticnals used to investigate anybody who
wanted to join* You had to be a 'big ligger* before you could
join* Not like that anymore but they're supposed to be
aristocratic. I don't what that is, society, I guess. I
don't know anything about the Seven Day Advent1st except they
hold church on Saturday• You ever been around on Fairfax Place?
I don*t know what kind of church it is but they beat «tangerines',
drums, hold revivals every two months, last 'til eleven and
twelve o'clock at night. They have loud speaker.
Order of arrangement of churches known, to informants
Wheat Street St. Paul's






When asked why certain churches hold certain positions in his arrange**
ment informant said;
Now, I'm a Methodist and I put a Baptist church first. Wheat
Street has the largest membership on the first and fourth
Sundaysj more organization, the largest collection, strives
to better the community, takes part in all civic projects,
donates to all worthy causes and has mixed membership. It
makes concessions for deaf and dumb, its the only church
has members of the opposite raee, only church making provi
sion for old members unable to take care of themselves* Big
Bethel use to be outstanding but they had some kind of mess
and split when Rev, P. came there,, I donH know what it was®
The Congregational is a smaller- church, not too many young
members, mostly all professional people, highly recognized
people in Atlanta society are members« There aren't too many
educated people in Friendship to carry out programs of all
sorts except financial. A small church, needs a lot of re
pairs, better equipment. Most members axe poor, hard working
people, cannot afford to contribut much to better these condi«
tions. Shaw Temple is a new church* For a long time the
building Shaw is in now aas vacant. I don't knoia too much
about Catholic church. I know most all sermons are in Latin.
QBDEB-OF-MEBIT MTIMG DkTk
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Informant is approximately 20 years old, student, of Baptist denomi
nation, lifetime resident of city.




Wheat Street Greater Mb. Calvary
St. Paul's First Congregational
Zion Hill Cosmopolitan
Bethlehem
Informant is approximatley 21 years old, neatly dressed, female, of
Presbyterian denomination, receptionist, lifetime resident of city,
intelligent, lives in northwest section of city.
Social class estimation - lower middle*
Order of arrangements
Wheat Street St. Pail(s
Friendship Rice Memorial
Big Bethel Providence
First Congregational Zion Hill
Bethlehem Church of God
Informant is approximately 22 years old, female, junior high training,
neatly dressed, cooperative, of Baptist denomination.
Social class estimation - upper lower.
Order of arrangements
Cosmopolitan First Congregational
ZioB Hill St. PaiiiTs
Mt, Vernon Calvary Grove
Rising Star St. Mark's Evangelical
Big Bethel Springfield
Wheat Street Bethlehem Church of God
Allen Temple Providence
Greater Mt, Calvary Bethlehem
Fair Hill
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Informant is approximately AO years old, female, maid, of Baptist
denomination, resident of city 17 years.
Order of arrangement of churches imown to informants
Wheat Street Jones Avenue
Greater Mt. Cal¥ary Zion Hill
Big Bethel New Salem
Friendship
Informant is approximately 21 years old, female, teacher, conservative
and neat dresser, very cooperative, lives in southwest section of city,
lifetime resident of city.
Social class estimation «■ middle class*
Order of arrangement of churches known to informants
St« Paul's Zion HUl
Friendship Bethlehem
Our Lady of Lourdes Greater Mt. Calvary
First Congregational Providence
Wheat Street Shaw Temple
Big Bethel Walker's Tabernacle
Allen Temple Bethlehem Church of God
Mt. Vernon Cosmopolitan
Berean
Informant is approximately 4.0 years old, male, teacher, conservative
dresser, cooperative, of Baptist denomination, lifetime resident of city.
Social class estimate - lower middle*
Order of arrangement of churches known to informants
Our Lady of Lourdes Allen Temple
Wheat Street Cosmopolitan
Big Bethel Providence
South Atlanta Zion Hill
Greater Mt. Calvary Congregational'
Friendship Shaw Temple
Bethlehem Church of God
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Informant is approximately 23 years old, female, teacher, neat, well
dressed casually, of Baptist denomination resident of city over 5 years,
fairly cooperative.
Social class estimation - lower middle.
Order of arrangement of churches known to informantt
First Congregational Providence
TWheat Street friendship
Big Bethel Zion Hill
Allen Temple Bethlehem
Informant is approximately 28ryears ©Id, male, barber, of Baptist
denomination, neat, casual dresser, lifetime resident of city, cooperative*
Order of arrangement of churches known to informants
Mt. Version friendship
Greater Mt« Calvary Bethlehem. Church of God
Big Bethel Cosmopolitan
Wheat Street St. Paul's
Allen Temple Rising Star
Providence Fair Hill
Informant is approximately 55 years old, male, janitor, of Baptist
denomination, cooperative, plain dresser, lifetime resident of city*
Social class estimation - lower class«
Ordercof arrangement of churches known to informant:
Friendship Cosmopolitan
Wheat Street Zion Hill
First Congregational St. Paul's
Mt« Vernon Our Lady of Lourdes
Big Bethel Bethlehem Church of God
Providence Bethlehem
Allen Temple Rising Star
South Atlanta
124.
Informant is approximately 24 years old, male, presser to cleaning
shop, of Methodist denomination, cooperative, neat and casual dresser,
resident of city 6 years*
Social class estimation - lower middle class.
Order of arrangement of churches known to Informants
Wheat Street St. Paul*®





Mb. Vernon Grant's Temple
Zion Hill m' Nebo





Informant is approximately 60 years old, male, of Methodist denoraina-
tion, dean of college, very conservative dresser, cooperative, resident of
the city over 25 years*
Social class estimation - upper middle.
Order of arrangement of churches known to informants
Allen Temple South Atlanta
Providence 2ioa H*H
Wheat Street Friendship
Bethlehem Church of God First Congregational
Big Bethel St. Paul's
Centenary Memorial
Informant is approximately 21 years old, female, of Baptist denomina
tion, clerk in cleaning 8hop, plain and conservative dresser, lifetime
resident of city, cooperative*
Social class estimation « lower middle«
Order of arrangement of churches as known to informant:
Bethlehem Greater Mb, Calvary
Wheat Street Providence
Big Bethel Zion Hill




Informant is approximately 26 years old, male, of Baptist denomina
tion, student, fashionable but conservative dresser, resident of city
10 years, cooperative.
Social class estimation - lower middle*
Order of arrangement of chm*ches known to informants
First Congregational Fail' Hill
Wheat Street Bethlehem Church of God
St. Paul*s Centenary Memorial
Big Bethel Grant's Temple
Friendship Xeonium
Greater Mt. Calvary Thankful
Zion Hill Walker"s Tabernacle
Mt. Vernon Our Lady of Lourdes
Shaw Temple St. Mark's Evangelical
South Atlanta Cosmopolitan
Providence St» John
Allen Temple Universal Church of God
Bethlehem Jones Avenue Church of God
Berean
Informant is approximately IS years old, male, of Baptist denomina
tion, musician, very neat dresser, very conservative, lifetime resident
of city.
Social class estimation •- lower middle#
Order of arrangement of churches known to informants
Friendship 2ion Hill
Wheat Street South Atlanta
Big Bethel Pleasant Hill Missionary
Informant is approximately 55 years old, female, of Baptist denomi
nation (switched from Congregational), personnel worker, flashy dresser,
cooperative, talkative, resident of city 20 years*
Social class estimation « middle class*
Order of arrangement of elxurches known to informants
Wheat Street Providence
First Congregational Allen Temple
St. Paul's Big Bethel
Friendship ' Greater Mt. Calvary
Our Lady of Lourde© Zion Hill
Berean Bethlehem Church of God
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Bethlehem Cosmopolitan




Informant is approximately 35 years of age, female, nurse, of Methodist
denomination, well dressed and very neat, very cooperative, lifetime resi
dent of city.
Social class estimation — lower middle class*
Order of arrangement of churches known to informants
Allen Temple Our lady of Lourdes
First Congregational Shaw Tempi©
St, Paul?s St, Mark's Evangelical
Big Bethel Mt. Yernon
Friendship St, John
Wheat Street Providences
Cosmopolitan Greater Mt. Calvary
Zion Hill Mew Salem
Rice Memorial Bethlehem Church of God
Bethlehem Thankful
South Atlanta Berean
St. Lily Fire Baptized
Informant is approximately 32 years ©Id, male, painter, of Baptist
denomination, casual dresser, cooperative, resident of city 25 years*
Social class estimation •* upper lower*
Order of arrangement of churches known to informants
Greater Mt, Calvary Zion Hill






Informant is approximately 45 years old, female, housewife, of
Methodist denomination, not very cooperative, plain dresser, resident ©f
city 35 years*
Social class estimation - upper lower.
Order of arrangement of churches known to informants
Our Lady of Lourdee Zion Hill
Wheat Street Cosmopolitan
Big Bethel Providence
Allen Temple South Atlanta
First Congregational Shaw Temple
Bethlehem Church of God St. Lily Fire Baptized
friendship Rising Star
Greater Mfc. Calvary St. John
St. Paul'e Iconitm
Bethlehem Mt. Vernon
Informant is 35 years old approximately, male, barber, of Baptist
denomination, casual but stylish dresser, cooperative, resident of city
15 years.
Social class estimation - lower class
Order of arrangement of churches known to informant*
Providence Mt. Vernon
Bethlehem Centenary Memorial




Informant is approximately 24- years old, male, studetot, of Congrega
tional denomination, conservative dresser, cooperative, resident of city
5 years.
Social class estimation - lower middle*
Order of arrangement of ch-urches known to informants
Greater Mt. Calvary Mt. Vernon
friendship Berean
Wheat Street Shaw Temple
Big Bethel Fair Hill
First Congregational Walkerss Tabernacle
St» Paul's Coirsmwiity
Allen Temple Grantts Temple
Providence St. Lily Fire Baptized
Our Lady of Lotardes Universal Church of God










Number of Members.., ~ Seating Capacity of Auditorium'
Years on Present Site , Moved from what location
Minister's Studyi__-_Jlecreation Room__^Choir__>i<t><^Banquet Poom
Number of special rooms other than ^
Miit'
____
inister's Name.___.__._._^ ,.__________Length of service"„
Scale







7, Over 150,000 '
» Education of Minister:
1. No special training - Elem. School.
2, High school; no special g^
3« High school gradBi> special training]
4.» Some college
5« Some seminary
6« College graduate _ m <imi
?» College and seminary graduate__ _^
8. Additional training^
G» Minister's Salary or Incomes





6. Over #5,000 _____
D. lumber of Churches Pastored by Minister;





E. Service rendered to church(es):
1, Pull tiipe__Half time^/ourth time.
P. Additional Information ob Ministers
1. Member of Ministerial Alliance__,__,
2. Holder of an 0ffice__.
3. Assistant Minister__,___Paid.
G« Music Characteristicss
1, Choir___ 3. Choir _

















2. Manner in which collections are takea^ Formal.
J« Ritual and Practices:
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